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A B S T R A C T
The three dimensional crystal structure of the B800-820 light harvesting complex, an inte­
gral membrane pigment-protein complex, from the photosynthetic bacterium Rhodopseudomonas 
acidophila strain 7050, has been determined to a resolution of 2.8A.
This thesis outlines the processes by which the structure was solved; gives an initial compar­
ison between it and the crystal structure of the B800-850 LH complex from Rhodopseudomonas 
acidophila strain 100501; and suggests reasons for the observed spectroscopic differences between 
the two complexes.
Additionally, biochemical investigations performed on a further three light harvesting com­
plexes are described, and a novel spectroscopic method for monitoring the purity of the complexes 
is introduced.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
1.1 Photosyn thesis
We obtain all of our energy from the plant kingdom, either directly or through herbivorous animals. Plants 
in turn obtain all o f their energy directly from sunlight. Sunlight is a pure but not very useful form of 
energy; it cannot be eaten, it cannot be used to drive mechanical processes and it cannot be stored for 
later use. In order to make use of this energy source the sunlight must be converted into other forms. The 
transformation of this energy into useful products occurs by photosynthesis in which sunlight provides the 
energy to convert carbon dioxide and water into oxygen and carbohydrates. Plants use the energy stored in 
these carbohydrates as a food source and are consequently known as autotrophs or self-feeders. Autotrophs 
are also found in the bacterial kingdom.
The basic reaction for plant photosynthesis is frequently written as:
6H20  +  6C 0 2 +  light -► C6Hn 0 6 +  60 2 (1.1)
because glucose, a six carbon sugar, is often an intermediate product of the photosynthetic reactions. This 
process is the net result of an oxidative and a reductive process: water is oxidised and electrons are trans­
ferred along with the hydrogen ions to the carbon dioxide, reducing it to sugar.
The above equation is deceptively simple and photosynthesis is usually described as two separate pro­
cesses: the photo process, known as the light reactions, and the synthesis process, known as the dark reac­
tions (or the Calvin cycle). The light reactions are responsible for the capture and storage of light energy 
(producing oxygen gas as a by-product). Energy is stored in the form of chemical bonds in molecules such 
as the reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) and energy rich adenosine 
triphosphate (ATP). These molecules transfer their high energy cargo on to the Calvin cycle and comple­
ment each other: NADPH serves as a source of energised electrons (providing ’’reducing power” for the 
Calvin cycle) whilst ATP provides a rich source of chemical energy.
During the Calvin cycle chemical energy is stored in the form of carbohydrates and is later utilised by 
higher organisms in the food chain. The Calvin cycle or the dark reactions do not require the presence of 
light to proceed but require both ATP and NADPH produced by the preceding light reactions.
The photosynthetic light reactions excel in speed and efficiency and there is the potential to use knowl­
edge gained from these primary reactions in the development of highly efficient man-made solar energy 
systems. The reason for this is that although the overall photosynthetic process generally stores only 8% 
of the light absorbed as chemical energy, the early steps which involve the capture and transfer of the solar 
energy are highly efficient with a quantum yield of 90% or higher2. If this light harvesting system could be 
mimicked outwith nature the potential for using solar energy on a large scale would be enormous.
1.2 Photosynthetic bacteria
Photosynthetic bacteria are widely used in photosynthetic research because the processes which occur 
within them broadly correspond to parallel processes in higher plants, but their photosynthetic machinery 
is simpler than the corresponding apparatus in higher plants.
Photosynthetic bacteria can be divided into 4 different groups: the cyanobacteria, the purple bacteria, 
the green bacteria and the heliobacteria. However, it is only the cyanobacteria which have the ability to 
evolve oxygen like their higher plant relatives. Such bacteria are thought to have existed for over 3 billion 
years, making them the first oxygen evolving organisms on earth3. Other types of photosynthetic bacteria 
are incapable of extracting electrons from H2 O and are thus known as anoxygenic phototrophs. They use 
light energy to extract electrons from organic or inorganic electron donors (including elemental hydrogen). 
Where the electron donor is an organic compound it may serve as the carbon source. A comparison of bacte­
rial and plant photosynthesis lead to C. B. van Neil proposing the generalised equation for photosynthesis4:
2H2A +  C 0 2 +  light -> {CH20 )  + 2A  +  H20  (1.2)
Where H2 A is the electron donor.
1.2.1 Purple bacteria
The photosynthetic apparatus and reactions of the purple bacteria have been studied more exten­
sively than those of any other species of photosynthetic bacteria5. The purple bacteria are divided 
into two separate groups: the sulphur bacteria (Chromatiaceae) which have the ability to use sul­
phur as the primary electron donor; and the non-sulphur bacteria (Rhodospirillaceae) which lack 
this ability. The purple non-sulphur bacteria typically use an organic electron donor, such as suc­
cinate or malate, and in contrast to the sulphur bacteria they have the interesting ability to survive 
aerobically in the dark by respiration6. However, as the cells become anaerobic they switch to their
photosynthetic mode of growth and their cell membranes become extensively infolded into the cy­
toplasm. The structure of the invaginations varies, and has been used as a basis for classification 
of the bacteria7.
All of the equipment required for the light reactions of photosynthesis are found in and along 
these invaginated membrane structures8. The membrane infolds are thought to provide a large 
surface area to volume ratio, which allows the membrane to accommodate the extra components 
required for photosynthesis8. In photosynthetic bacteria, pigment molecules act as both energy 
and electron carriers and are bound to protein structures through highly specific binding sites, 
which moderate the rate and pathway of the transfers involved6. More specifically, there are two 
functionally distinct types of integral membrane pigment-protein complexes which comprise the 
so-called photosynthetic unit (PSU) of purple bacteria:
• The Reaction Centre (RC): which carries out photochemical redox reactions by function­
ing as a light-driven electron pump across the photosynthetic membrane.
• Light Harvesting antenna complexes (LH complexes): which capture and transfer solar 
radiation to the reaction centre.
1.3 The bacterial reaction centre
In 1985 the publication of the X-ray crystallographic structure of the reaction centre from the 
bacterium Rhodopseudomonas viridis9 gave photosynthesis a new and exciting dimension. Re­
searchers now had a model with which to interpret a large body of existing experimental data and 
an entity which would allow them to begin explaining mechanism and function in relation to the 
structure. Along with its importance in photosynthesis, this structure was a landmark event in the 
field of protein crystallography and resulted in Deisenhofer, Michel and Huber being awarded the 
Nobel prize for chemistry in 1988. In a series of published Nobel lectures Johann Deisenhofer 
and Hartmut Michel describe in detail various aspects of the importance of the reaction centre 
structure10. These lectures are on a range of related topics such as the crystallisation, structure 
determination and structure-function relationship of the RC, the relationship to Photosystem n,
and various other aspects of membrane protein crystallisation. This section aims to give a brief
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overview of the reaction centre complex.
1.3.1 Structural aspects
The reaction centre from Rps. viridis (Figure 1.1) consists of a series of pigment molecules within 
three protein subunits: the light (L), the medium (M) and the heavy (H) chains (so called because 
of their apparent molecular weights as determined by gel electrophoresis11)- The apoproteins 
bind two bacteriochlorophyll b (Bchl b) which make up the so-called “special pair”, a further two 
“accessory” Bchl b, two bacteriopheophytin b (Bphe b), two quinones (Q 4 and Q#), one non-heme 
iron and a carotenoid molecule9. In this species of bacteria the reaction centre also has a tightly 
bound molecule of cytochrome c.
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Figure 1.1: The photosynthetic reaction centre from Rps.viridis9
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The pigments are found within a protein cage composed of the L and M subunits, each of 
which contains a 5 a-helical transmembrane domain. The H subunit contains a single membrane 
spanning helix and is not involved directly in the accommodation of the pigment molecules. It is 
instead thought to maintain stability and keep the RC in the proper functional orientation in the 
membrane12. The chromophores are arranged in two symmetrical arms within the protein cage 
with only the carotenoid molecule breaking the pseudo two fold symmetry (Figure 1.2). Although 
the two arms appear symmetric, electron transfer is known only to proceed along one branch 
branch, which comprises one half of the special pair, one accessory Bchl b, one Bphe b and Qa- 
The reason for the functionally redundant pigments is unclear and the phenomenon has been the 
subject of much study to date, using both site directed mutagenesis and crystallography.
1.3.2 Function and mechanism
The reaction centre functions as a light-driven proton pump, creating a proton gradient across 
the cell membrane, with the special pair of Bchl b molecules providing the starting point for 
the process. The energy pathway has been detailed by Deisenhofer & Michel13 and will only be 
covered briefly. Initial energy is absorbed by the exciton coupled special pair of Bchl b molecules 
and an electron is transferred from these molecules to a neighbouring acceptor Bchl b molecule. 
Subsequent electron transfer reactions proceed down one arm of the reaction centre resulting in 
the reduction of Qa, before the electron crosses onto Qb which resides on the other pigment 
branch. The process is complete after the second of two electron transfers results in the formation 
of doubly reduced Qb . This molecule then picks up protons from the cytoplasm and is released 
from the reaction centre into the surrounding membrane, with the site being refilled from a pool of 
dissolved quinones in the membrane. The net effect of the entire light-driven electron flow is the 
generation of a proton gradient across the membrane by the net movement of two protons from 
the cytoplasm to the periplasm.
1.4 Bacterial light harvesting
Photosynthetic light harvesting complexes are the pigment-protein complexes responsible for
gathering the solar energy required by the reaction centre. In purple bacteria, the minimal size
6
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Figure 1.2: The pigment arrangement in the photosynthetic reaction centre from Rps.viridis
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of the of PSU is that of the reaction centre and the core light harvesting (LH1) complex which is 
present in all species of bacteria. This basic unit comprises the so-called “core” complex of the 
PSU. In species such as Rhodospirillum rubrum and Rps. viridis, LH1 is the sole LH complex 
synthesised5. However, in most species of purple bacteria an additional light harvesting (LH2) 
complex is produced to increase the light harvesting potential5. LH2 is often called the “periph­
eral” light harvesting complex as it is found around the periphery of the core complex. Together, 
these pigment-protein complexes function as a regulated energy uptake and transfer system14.
1.4.1 Structural similarities
The light harvesting antenna complexes of purple bacteria have been extensively characterised by 
a variety of spectroscopic and biochemical methods (see Zuber15 for a review) with the results 
showing that light harvesting complexes are based on the same modular principle and exhibit a set 
of general features15 5:
• All types of light harvesting complex are composed of two1 low molecular Weight apopro­
teins (with molecular weights in the region of 5 to 7 kDa17), denoted a  and P18.
•  The analogous apoproteins in LH1 and LH2 exhibit sequence homology and are structurally 
related.
• All of the apoproteins contain a central hydrophobic span of about 20-23 amino-acids that 
form a-helices with hydrophilic N- and C-terminal domains.
• The hydrophobic domain of the apoproteins is predicted to constitute the membrane span­
ning region.
• The apoproteins non-covalently and stoichiometrically bind the pigment molecules Bchl a 
and carotenoid.
• The intact antenna complexes are oligomers of the apoprotein pairs with their associated 
pigment moieties.
1 In some species of bacteria, LH2 complexes are found to contain multiple types of a- & P-polypeptide1^ .
1.4.2 Light harvesting pigments
In the light harvesting complexes of purple bacteria the pigment molecules Bchl a and carotenoid 
are both found. The major function of the pigments is as light harvesters: collecting the required 
solar energy and rapidly transferring it to the reaction centre. Bchl a is the major light harvesting 
pigment with the carotenoids participating in light harvesting whilst providing other additional 
functions.
1.4.2.1 The carotenoids
The carotenoids in purple bacteria (especially those found in LH2) are responsible for the range of 
distinctive colours found throughout the various strains and species. They have a long conjugated 
double bond system of with the general structure being a symmetrical tetraterpene skeleton formed 
by tail to tail linkage of two C20 units (see Figure 1.3, for an example). The extended conjugation is 
responsible for the carotenoids absorbing light in the blue-green spectral region (450-570 nm) and 
hence accounts for their strong absorption properties. Absorption of photons by the carotenoids 
is followed by rapid energy transfer to neighbouring Bchl a molecules, the efficiency of which 
varies according to the carotenoid present18.
Figure 1.3: The carotenoid Rhodopin glucoside
A vital additional function of the carotenoid is to act as a photo-protective agent, suppressing 
photo-oxidative reactions caused by the presence of singlet oxygen. Singlet oxygen is created 
when triplet-state excited Bchl a sensitises molecular oxygen, which is such a powerful oxidant 
that cells exposed to high concentrations die rapidly19-20. This was demonstrated using the R26
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mutant of Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides which lacked carotenoid; when this organism was illu­
minated in the presence of oxygen it sensitised its own death22. The photo-protective mechanism 
involves triplet-triplet energy transfer from the Bchl a to the carotenoid23.
A third and often neglected function of the carotenoid is that of maintaining the structural 
stability of the complex: the absence of carotenoids in the LH2 complex from Rb. sphaeroides 
was shown to cause the apoproteins to rapidly turn over in the membrane24.
1.4.2.2 Bacteriochlorophyll a
Bacteriochlorophyll a (Bchl a ) molecules function as the major light harvesting pigment in purple 
bacteria with the ratio of Bchl a to reaction centre varying between 30 and 25025. These are large 
macrocyclic pigments with a complex porphyrin-type conjugated “head” group, which carries a 
magnesium ion at its centre. The “tail” of the molecule is an extended unsaturated hydrocarbon 
structure, known as the phytyl chain. The large 7t-electron system gives the molecule a large 
molar extinction coefficient making it particularly suitable for energy absorption. Bchl a are also 
sensitive to their local environmental which allows them to absorb over a rather large spectral 
range.
The asymmetric conjugated n  system gives the molecules two principal absorption character­
istics arising from the characteristic Qy and Q* transition dipoles26 (see Figure 1.4). Qy is the 
Bchl a absorption maximum; it occurs in the near infra-red (NIR) and is the result of a transition 
dipole lying within the plane of the bacteriochlorin system and along the longer (Y) axis. Q* runs 
perpendicular to Qy and results in a weaker Bchl a absorption band in the visible spectral range. 
A third band, the Soret, is observed in the blue region and arises from the overlap of several bands 
which correspond to electronic transitions at higher energy levels26.
It is the Bchl a absorption maximum in the NIR (from Qy) which displays the greatest sensi­
tivity to environmental changes. In an organic solvent such as acetone, monomeric Bchl a absorbs 
in the NIR at a wavelength of 772 nm27. However, when the molecules are bound in a reaction 
centre or light-harvesting complex, this peak is strongly red-shifted to between 800 and 900 nm28. 
LH1 has a single Bchl a absorption maximum (Qy band) which is found to occur between 870 and 
890 nm (generalised as absorbing at 875 nm). Bchl a molecules within LH2 are divided into two
10
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Figure 1.4: Bacteriochlorophyll a and its Q* and Qy transition dipoles.
spectrally distinct forms whose absorption maxima occur at ~800 and ~850 nm, respectively.
1.4.3 Nomenclature
The nomenclature of both LH complexes and the individual populations of their bacteriochloro- 
phylls is primarily based on the Bchl a absorption maximum18. The prefix B (for bulk bacte­
riochlorophyll) is followed by the approximate wavelength of the Bchl a absorption maxima. 
Hence LH1 is also known as a B875 complex and LH2 is also known as the B800-850 LH com­
plex; with the two groups of 800 and 850 nm absorbing Bchl a molecules being known as B800 
and B850 molecules, respectively. In addition to this the B850 molecules are co-ordinated through 
their central Mg ions to Histidine residues on either the a- or [3-apoprotein. The B850 molecule 
co-ordinated to His31 on the a-apoprotein (aHis31) is termed aB850 and the other, co-ordinated 
to (3His30, is known as |3B850.
1.5  The peripheral light harvesting complex
The peripheral light harvesting complex (LH2) increases the light-harvesting capacity of the in­
tramembrane light harvesting system. The amount of LH2 surrounding the reaction centre varies
11
under differing environmental growth conditions5’29, and it is this variability which accounts for 
the stoichiometric differences in the amounts of in the Bchl a which surround the reaction centre. 
LH2 transfers energy to the reaction centre via LH1.
1.5.1 LH 2 absorption spectra
As a result of the bound pigment moieties, LH2 displays a highly characteristic absorption profile 
in both the visible and the NIR region (Figure 1.5) which can be used to monitor the complex for 
impurities and denaturation18 (see Sections 2.6.1 and 3.2.3). The absorption at ~ 280  nm is from 
the aromatic residues of the apoproteins; at ~ 370  nm, ~ 580  nm and ~ 800  - 860 nm the absorption 
is from the Soret, Q* and Q v bands from bound Bchl a molecules, respectively (described in 
Section 1.4.2.2); and the three “fingers” in the 450-570 nm spectral region are characteristic of the 
type of carotenoid present (here rhodopin glucoside).
B850
B800 "
soret
carotenoid
[protein
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 1.5: The absorption spectrum of the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050.
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1.5.2 Structural aspects
To date, the three dimensional crystal structures of two LH2 complexes are available from Rps. 
acidophila strain 100501 and Rhodospirillum (Rs.) molischianum30 have been determined using 
X-ray crystallography. The structure from Rs. molischianum was solved by Molecular Replace­
ment (MR) using the coordinates of the LH2 structure from Rps. acidophila strain 10050 as a 
search model. Both similarities and differences were found in the architecture of these proteins, 
with the most notable difference being the oligomeric state of the two complexes: the crystal 
structure of LH2 from Rps. acidophila revealed a nonameric arrangement whereas the Rs. molis­
chianum complex was found to be an octamer.
The amino-acid sequences of the apoproteins from the two complexes are very similar in the 
transmembrane region, with all the major differences found at the N- and C-termini30. This is 
where the a - and p-apoproteins interact and it was presumed that the oligomeric state may be 
a function of the primary sequence in this area31. Other differences in the two complexes lie 
within the B800 molecules. Firstly, the B800 ligation sites are different in the two complexes. 
In both complexes the B800 molecules are ligated through their central Mg ions. However, in 
the LH2 complex from Rps. acidophila the B800 ligand is a formylated Met at position 1 on the 
a-apoprotein (fMet a l )  as opposed to the Asp a6  ligand found in the Rs. molischianum structure. 
Also, the bacteriochlorin ring of the B800 molecules of the Rs. molischianum structure lie tilted at 
approximately 45° to the equivalent molecules of the Rps. acidophila structure. A more indepth 
comparison can be found in Koepke et al.30.
The crystal structure of LH2 from Rps. acidophila strain 10050 is now described because of 
its relevance to this thesis. This LH2 has a nonameric arrangement of protomer complexes within 
which the spectrally distinct B800 and B850 molecules could be clearly divided into two discrete 
groups: the B800 molecules as a group of nine monomeric pigment molecules with their porphyrin 
head groups lying almost parallel to the membrane surface; and the B850 molecules as a closely 
interacting ring of eighteen pigments whose head groups lie almost perpendicular to the membrane 
surface. The nine carotenoid molecules span the entire depth of the complex. Figure 1.6 shows 
the assembly of the apoproteins and the Bchl a molecules.
Individual protomers consist of an inner (a) and outer (P) apoprotein which enclose:
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Figure 1.6: The arrangement of the Bchl a molecules and the apoproteins of LH2, viewed from above the
membrane surface (top) and perpendicular to it.
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• Two 850nm absorbing Bchl a molecules (B850).
• One 800nm absorbing Bchl a molecule (B800).
•  The carotenoid rhodopin glucoside.
A protomer of the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050 is shown in Fig­
ure 1.7.
1.6 The photosynthetic unit
A crystal structure of the complete photosynthetic unit has not yet been determined. However, 
with the wealth of structural and biochemical information now available, it is now possible to 
model the entire photosynthetic unit from purple bacteria32-33.
1.6.1 The core light-harvesting complex
LH1 is the direct donor of energy to the reaction centre and is thought to encircle it34-35.Recently, 
an 8.5 A electron microscopy projection map of LH1, from Rs. ruhrum was determined from a 
two dimensional crystal of the re-constituted11 complex37. The projection map showed LH1 as 
a ring of 16 subunits; each subunit apparently corresponding to an a(3-heterodimer (Figure 1.8). 
The ring has a diameter of 116 A with a 68 A hole in the centre large enough to incorporate a
reaction centre. This result, in conjunction with the recent report of an electron micrograph of a
two dimensional crystal of the core complex, confirms the location of the reaction centre in the 
middle of the LH1 ring38.
1.6.2 Three dimensional structural representation o f LHl
An illustrative model of the LH1 complex has been constructed using the 8.5A resolution pro­
jection map described previously32-39(Figure 1.9 shows the LH1 model with the reaction centre 
placed in the centre.)
Since the primary sequences of the LH1 and LH2 are generally very similar5, a 16-fold repli­
cation of the LH2 ap-heterodimer was assembled to approximate to the contour peaks of the
11 In LHI, the complex can be reversibly dissociated into the constituting subunits by the addition of detergent36
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Figure 1.7: The individual protomer of the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050 
viewed perpendicular to the membrane surface.
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Figure 1.8: The 16-fold rotationally filtered image which was extracted from the LH1 projection map.
projection map. From the map it was also possible to see a ring of peaks between the helices 
which were assumed to represent a ring of B875 molecules (see Figure 1.8).
These pigments can be structurally equated to the B850 molecules in LH2, as the Bchl a co­
ordinating histidines111 on the a- and (3-polypeptides5 of both complexes are at the same position. 
This allowed the B875 molecules to be placed at the same “depth” in the membrane as B850 
molecules and moreover the LH2 co-ordinate system to be used to build the LH1 model32.
1.6.3 A  model o f  the PSU
The model of LH1 and the crystal structures of LH2 and the reaction centre can now be integrated:
by placing the reaction centre structure40 at the centre of the LH1 model and placing several LH2
complexes at the circumference of LH1 a complete representation of the bacterial photosynthetic
unit is created32. This type of model has shown that it is possible to pack a maximum of eight
LH2 rings closely around LH1 (Figure 1.10) and would suggests that a RC would be surrounded
by a total of 248 Bchl a molecules i.e. 32 Bchl a from LH1 and 216 Bchl a from eight LH2
complexes. However, to approach this situation practically it would be necessary to grow cells at
very low-light intensities, to obtain the maximum size of the PSU (~250 Bchl a per RC)31.
111 Resonance Raman spectroscopy identified the histidine molecule which co-ordinated the Mg2+ ion at the centre of 
the B875 bacteriochlorin rings.41
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Figure 1.9: Amodel of LH1 constructed using the co-ordinates of LH2; the reaction centre from Rhodobac- 
ter sphaeroides40 has been placed in the centre
Figure 1.10: A proposed model of the photosynthetic unit in purple bacteria32.
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1.6.4 The light harvesting funnel
The purpose of the whole light-harvesting array is to provide a unidirectional energy gradient to the 
reaction centre, with maximum efficiency and minimum energy loss2, and the ability of the antenna 
apoproteins to modulate the long wavelength absorption maxima of Bchl a is of fundamental 
importance to this process. The bacteria modify the absorption properties of their chromophores 
such that the spectrum available to them in vivo is maximised and the absorbed energy productively 
transferred and made available for photochemistry.
Energy corresponding to photons absorbed by any of the light harvesting pigment molecules 
is transferred down an energetically favourable gradient from pigment molecules in high energy 
states (low wavelength) to those of a lower energy. Consequently, all the pigment molecules in 
LH2 rapidly transfer energy to the coupled ring of B850 molecules at the top of the complex, 
which then transfer the energy onto the B875 molecules in LH1 and subsequently into the reaction 
centre. This provides a funnel of absorbed light energy from the light-harvesting apparatus to the 
reaction centre.
1.7 The B800-820 L H  com plex
Depending on their growth conditions certain species and strains of bacteria are able to produce 
a second form of LH2 which has different spectral characteristics. These bacteria are grown 
and have the ability to survive under what are generally classed as “stressed” conditions (see 
Section 1.7.1); and in doing so they produce this spectrally distinct form of LH2. This complex 
has Bchl a absorption maxima at approximately 800nm and 820nm and is hence referred to as 
the B800-820 light harvesting complex (or occasionally LH330). The absorption spectrum of the 
B800-820 LH complex is shown in Figure 1.11. In order to make best use of the light available 
to the bacteria this complex is a more efficient light-harvester than its B800-850 counterpart. The 
rate of transfer of energy into the reaction centre is very similar42 but the equilibrium of energy 
within this system is shifted so that back transfer from the LH1-RC core is much more restricted in 
the presence of the B800-820 LH complex43 42. This makes the overall energy funnelling system 
much sharper.
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Figure 1.11: The main figure shows an absorption spectrum for a B800-820 LH complex. 
For a comparison the insert shows the equivalent spectrum of a B800-850 complex.
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Additionally, this form of LH2 is produced in greater stoichiometric abundance with respect 
to the core complex, than the B800-850 LH complex. As many as 250 Bchl a molecules can 
be found to surround the core complex compared to 30 Bchl a molecules when the B800-850 
LH complex is present. Also, the carotenoid composition often differs significantly within the 
B800-850 and the B800-820 complexes from the same species of bacteria. This often results in 
the production of a more efficient carotenoid to LH2 energy transfer system2.
1.7.1 Production o f the complex
Most commonly, and perhaps most understandably, reduced light intensity causes certain species 
of bacteria to synthesise a B800-820 complex before they would produce a B800-850 complex44, 
and this can perhaps be explained by the bacteria making better use of the light available to them. 
However, the growth temperature has also been reported to affect the type of LH2 complex pro­
duced by the bacteria: reducing the growth temperature of Rps. acidophila strain 7750 cells causes 
growth of the B800-820 complex to predominate44. Other environmental parameters, such as the 
nature of the carbon source supplied for the growth medium, and varying oxygen levels, have also 
been reported to affect the type of complex produced, but these observations have not yet been 
subjected to systematic study29.
1.7.2 Suggested reasons for the spectral shift
The B800-820 LH complexes are thought to be built on the same modular principle as B800- 
850 LH complexes with the changes in their absorption spectra being linked to differences in the 
amino acid sequences of the apoproteins45. If this is the case then the antenna polypeptides are of 
functional significance with regard to the adaptation of antenna complexes to their environment14. 
A comparison of the amino-acid sequences from the B800-850 and the B800-820 LH complexes 
from Rps. acidophila identified certain conserved residues in B800-850 LH complexes which are 
consistently different in the B800-820 LH complexes45 (See Figure 1.12).
Brunisholz and Zuber proposed that the replacement of the conserved residues Tyr44 and 
Trp45 on the a-apoprotein (Tyr a44, Trp a45, respectively) of the B800-850 LH complexes was 
directly correlated to the spectral shift45. It has since been shown that a blue shift in the spec-
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31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53
10050 B 8 0 0 -8 5 0 H L A I L S H T T W F P A Y W Q G G V K K A A
7050 5800-820 H A A V L T H T T W Y A A F L Q G G V K K A A
7050 B 8 0 0 -8 5 0 H A A V L S H T T W F P A Y W Q G G L K K A A
7750 B 8 0 0 -8 5 0 H L A I L S H T T W F P A Y W Q G G V K K A A
7750 5800-820 H L A V L T H T T W F P A F T Q G G L K K A A
Figure 1.12: Primary sequence of the C-termini of the a-apoproteins from Rps. acidophila, shown from 
the conserved Bchl a binding Histidine residue at position 31. Highlighted section shows 
the residues conserved in the B800-850 complexes and differing in the B800-820 complexes, 
proposed to be associated with the spectral shift45.
tram is induced by mutation of the residues at these positions on the a-apoprotein of the LH2 
complexes from Rb sphaeroides46. Site directed mutagenesis was used to replace two tyrosine 
residues with phenylalanine and leucine (Tyr ot44, Tyr a45—>■ Phe a44, Leu a45), which are the 
two residues present in the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050. In this ge­
netically modified complex the 850 nm absorption band blue-shifted to 826 nm whereas in the 
B800-820 complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050 this absorption peak is found at 823 nm.
From the mutagenesis, it was suggested that the loss of two hydrogen bonds from Tyr a44 and 
Tyr a45 to an acetyl carbonyl oxygen of the B850 molecule, and the strengthening of another to a 
B850 keto carbonyl group , were responsible for the blue shift in the absorption spectrum47. How­
ever, in the structure of the B800-850 complex from Rps. acidophila strain 100501 it was found 
that while the residues (xTyr44 and aTrp45 do form hydrogen bonds to acetyl oxygens there is no 
hydrogen bonding to keto carbonyl groups on any of the B850 molecules48. From the structure it 
can be seen that the environment of the chromophores is governed by the protein, providing condi­
tions which determine the nature of the pigments and modulate their absorption spectra. However, 
this relationship is not a simple one48 and the elucidation of the crystal structure of a B800-820 
LH complex is vital to determine the precise role that the protein plays in modulating the long 
wavelength absorption band of Bchl a.
1.8 Membrane protein crystallogenesis
1.8.1 Introduction
Today there are available around 7,000 X-ray crystallographic structures of soluble proteins. This 
implies that even though the crystallisation process is not yet fully understood, there are various 
straightforward and reliable methodologies which have proved successful in obtaining X-ray qual­
ity crystals of soluble proteins. However, although it is almost two decades since the first reports 
of integral membrane protein crystals49-50 the number of 3D membrane protein crystal structures 
available is still below 20. The majority of integral membrane protein crystals have been obtained 
using standard protein crystallisation conditions and methodologies51. However, there are a va­
riety of conceptual and practical problems which are specific to working with and crystallising 
integral membrane proteins and as a consequence the “Art of crystallising membrane proteins52” 
is still some distance from being reduced to a few general and well defined scientific steps..
The last three years have provided several new integral membrane protein structures includ­
ing: two bacterial LH complexes1 30; bacterial and mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase53-54; a- 
hemolysin55; bacteriorhodopsin56; and the potassium channel from Streptomyces lividans57. All 
of these structures give researchers a long-awaited bank of data to analyse and learn from. As for 
all crystallographic systems, obtaining well ordered crystals is one of the major rate-limiting steps 
in integral membrane protein structure determination; as indeed was found in the current structure 
determination of a B800-820 light harvesting complex.
1.8.2 Biological membranes and membrane proteins
Many fundamental biological processes occur in or on the cell membrane: the control of nutri­
ents, waste products and ions flowing in and out of a cell, the receipt and transduction of signals, 
and biological energy conversion are all membrane-mediated processes. The membrane is gener­
ally composed of a heterogeneous mixture of lipids and protein. The fluid mosaic model of the 
biological membrane (Figure 1.13) describes membrane lipids arranged in a bilayer structure58.
Here the polar head groups are aligned to form two continuous hydrophilic surfaces, which 
are in contact with an aqueous environment. The non-polar lipid “tails” are located between these
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Figure 1.13: The fluid mosaic mode! of the cell membrane.
two surfaces, creating in effect a hydrophobic filling in a hydrophilic sandwich. The membrane 
proteins only interact specifically with a small number of the lipids and are generally free to diffuse 
laterally through the membrane. Functionally, the lipid components form a permeability barrier 
necessary for organising processes into different compartments while specific proteins, which are 
found in or on this barrier, mediate nearly all other cell functions.
1.8.2.1 Membrane protein classification
M embrane proteins are generally divided into two groups58: extrinsic or peripheral and intrinsic or 
integral membrane proteins. These are classed on how tightly they are connected to the cell mem­
brane. Peripheral membrane proteins are only weakly associated with the cell membrane. They 
are essentially localised within the hydrophilic section of the bilayer and their mode of adherence 
to the membrane is generally ionic, although in some cases they are attatched to the membrane via 
a hydrophobic anchored region. Consequently, peripheral membrane proteins can be dissociated 
from the membrane relatively easily and free of lipid components58 and once removed from the 
membrane they are generally soluble in aqueous solutions.
Conversely, integral membrane proteins are tightly associated with the bilayer and are exposed 
to a section of the membrane interior. Therefore integral membrane proteins are hydrophobically
integrated into the membrane and can only be dissociated from it by adopting relatively aggressive
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methods58. Also, as a result of their location integral membrane proteins are generally of an 
amphipathic nature. The section of the protein immersed in the non-polar membrane interior 
has a predominately hydrophobic surface, whereas the portion which extends into the aqueous 
environment (or that is in contact with the polar head groups), is largely sheathed with polar 
residues. A consequence of this is that once these proteins are removed from the membrane 
they are rendered mainly insoluble in both aqueous and apolar media. This attribute of integral 
membrane proteins stops them forming the monodisperse solutions which are usually required as 
a starting point for crystal growth.
In general it is “integral membrane protein” which is implied by generic references to “mem­
brane protein” and this category of protein can be further subdivided: Proteins which are exposed 
to a specific membrane surface (while being partially buried in the interior) are generally known as 
inner or outer integral membrane proteins and others which span the entire depth of the membrane 
are known as trans-membrane proteins.
1.8.3 Detergent solubilised systems
Like the phospholipids, which compose the cell membrane, detergents are amphiphilic molecules 
made up of a hydrophobic “tail” section and hydrophilic “head” group. However, detergent 
molecules have an ability that the phospholipids do not posses: they can form micelles in so­
lution. Micelles are thermodynamically stable colloidal aggregates which form in solution above 
a certain threshold monomer concentration known as the critical micelle concentration (CMC). 
The hydrophobic interactions responsible for micelle formation are very similar to the interac­
tions responsible for the assembly of lipid bilayers59. In general, integral membrane proteins are 
extracted from the membrane and kept soluble in aqueous solution using detergents.
1.8.3.1 Solubilisation
The use of detergents is a general and efficacious way to dissociate integral membrane proteins 
from the membrane whilst (with the correct conditions) allowing protein stability and integrity to 
be maintained. To keep trans-membrane proteins soluble the detergent is assumed to bind to the 
hydrophobic torso of the protein and the polar head groups point towards the aqueous solution60.
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When the detergent is added to an aqueous solution of biological membranes, it initially binds 
to the membrane. As this concentration is increased the membrane will eventually fragment and 
ideally result in protein with bound detergent distributed around the hydrophobic area in a uniform 
mass.
A schematic and simplistic view of solubilisation as a function of detergent concentration is 
presented in Figure 1.14.
This is the theoretical situation and in reality it is seldom so simple. The ability of detergent to 
solubilise effectively a protein does not rely solely on detergent concentration but instead depends 
on the type of protein, detergent and lipids involved and on the complex interactions between them. 
Complete delipidation may not be possible as tightly bound phospholipids can resist extraction by 
detergents and adding a sufficient amount of detergent does not guarantee single copies of the 
protein surrounded by the associated detergent micelle.
1.8.3.2 Protein crystallisation
Protein molecules in a vast array of shapes and sizes have now been crystallised and the majority 
of the problems encountered when attempting to obtain X-ray quality crystals arise more because 
of their strange physico-chemical properties than their shape. Their specific functionality makes 
them greatly sensitive to their environment and their optimal stability in aqueous media is often 
restricted to a very narrow temperature and pH range. This means that “severe” conditions can 
often denature or degrade proteins in a manner that would diminish any hope of crystal formation. 
In addition, there is a huge number of biological parameters which affect the crystallisation of 
macromolecules61.
The crystallisation of protein molecules is not a fundamentally different process to that of 
small molecules62, but the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters which govern these process are 
quite distinct63’64.
1.8.3.3 Crystal growth
Like the growth of crystals from small molecules, protein crystal growth is a result of three classi­
cal steps: nucleation, growth and termination:
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Figure 1.14: Solubilisation of membrane proteins; the detergent concenn ation increases from Part A to E.
D ia g ra m  c o u r te s y  o f  D rs  P a u l E m s le y  a n d  D in a  F o tin o u .
Part A: Intact membrane
Part B: Binding and incorporation of the detergent molecules to the membrane occurs at very low 
concentrations of detergent to protein.
Part C: Lysis occurs as the concentration increases; producing segments of membrane which incorporate 
detergent molecules.
Part D; Solubilisation of the protein into individual lipid-protein-detergent complexes occurs next, along 
with the formation of lipid-detergent micelles.
Part E; Delipidation should eventually be achieved at much higher concentrations of detergent to protein
giving protein-detergent complexes and lipid-detergents micelles.
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•  Nucleation is the association of just enough protein molecules to form the smallest, thermo­
dynamically stable, ordered aggregates of the crystal; the nucleus.
•  Growth of the crystal occurs at the surface of the nuclei by the incorporation of molecules 
into the crystalline lattice.
•  Termination of growth can occur for several reasons, these include: the depletion of macro­
molecules from the solution; destabilisation of the lattice as a result of growth defects; poi­
soning of the crystal faces by impurities and ageing and/or denaturation of the molecules.
Both the nucleation and growth of protein crystals occur in supersaturated solutions where 
the concentration of the protein exceeds its solubility. Supersaturation is a function of both the 
concentration of the protein and the parameters that affect its solubility, and is often expressed 
as: C /Q , where C is the concentration of the protein before crystallisation and Q  is the solute 
equilibrium concentration. Supersaturated solutions are thermodynamically metastable and equi­
librium is generally restored to the system by the formation of macromolecular precipitants, some 
of which can be crystalline. The region of solution parameter space which is suitable for crys­
tallisation is often represented by a solubility curve (Figure 1.15). For crystallisation to occur the 
protein must lie within the metastable region, since at any point below the solubility curve the 
protein remains soluble and at any point above the precipitation curve the protein will precipi­
tate immediately. However, the growth of a seed crystal need not take place at the same level of 
supersaturation needed to induce nucleation: crystal growth occurs at a level of supersaturation 
lower than is required to produce nuclei. Therefore the supersaturated region can be divided into 
two distinct zones, known as the labile and the metastable region, which are separated by a su­
persolubility curve. In the labile region both growth and nucleation can take place whereas in the 
metastable region only crystal growth is sustained.
1.8.3.4 Solubility parameters
In order to crystallise, a protein solution must be guided extremely slowly towards supersatura­
tion. The reason for this is that protein crystals are generally nucleated at extremely high levels
of supersaturation, compared to small molecules65, and this makes the formation of amorphous
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Figure 1.15: Phase diagram for protein in solution.
precipitate a real possibility. Slowly reaching supersaturation is achieved by gradually altering pa­
rameters which will reduce the solubility of the protein by depriving it of sufficient ions or water 
molecules to maintain hydration. There are four general parameters which are used to modify the 
solubility of a solution of protein molecules: the temperature; the pH; the ionic strength and the 
organic content of the solution51.
Precipitants
Changing the ionic strength or the organic content of the system is most commonly achieved by the 
modifying the properties of the solvent through equilibrium with precipitating agents. Precipitants 
would be more correctly known as solubility-influencing agents since precipitation is only one 
possible outcome of the system. These additives alter the charges on the surface of the protein or 
disturb the interactions between the protein and bulk solvent water molecules, to prom ote associ­
ations that may lead to crystal growth. The traditional precipitating agent is ammonium sulphate, 
although many other salts, alcohols, polymers and detergents have all been found successful in 
crystallisation trials66. The methods by which the majority of proteins are induced out o f solution 
relies on the property of almost all proteins to “salt-in” or “salt-out”51.
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•  Salting-in occurs when the solubility of the protein increases as the ionic strength of the 
solution increases. The initial solution contains a small number of ions which increase the 
potential for favourable interactions between protein and water molecules, thus making it 
more soluble. Conversely, as these ions are removed from the solution the protein molecules 
tend to satisfy their electrostatic requirements through interactions with themselves.
•  Salting-out occurs when the solubility of the protein decreases as the ionic strength of the 
solution increases. The protein is exposed to increasing concentrations of precipitants and 
competition between the protein and the precipitant for the water molecules renders the 
protein insoluble. This technique was used to crystallise the B800-850 LH complex from 
Rps. acidophila strain 10050.
pH
The pH of a protein solution is possiblythe most important consideration in crystallisation trails 
after precipitant concentration. The aggregation state and hence the solubility of the protein de­
pend on net charge and the ionisation state of the amino-acids; both of which change with pH. It 
is usual for proteins to be least soluble near their pi™ and as a result of this they can often denature 
or aggregate when working close to this value. Also, when working near the pK of a large number 
of similarly charged residues the solubility change can be extremely rapid, making the pH a very 
sensitive parameter. Consequently, it is worthwhile to test the behaviour of a “new” protein as a 
function of pH in order to assess the suitability of pH as a crystallisation parameter.
Temperature
Temperature of a protein solution affects the solubility of the protein and in general an increase in 
solubility is observed with increasing temperature67. However, proteins in high salt concentrations 
are found to be more soluble at lower temperatures and conversely those soluble in low salt or 
precipitant concentrations generally precipitate more easily at cold temperatures68. It follows 
that by varying the temperature it is theoretically possible to control the protein nucleation rate. 
However, it is more general to work within a constant temperature range and it is important to 
1V The pi of a protein is the pH at which the overall net charge is zero.
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However, it is more general to work within a constant temperature range and it is important to 
remember that the rate at which equilibrium is reached is slower in the cold causing precipitation 
or crystal growth to take longer.
1.8.3.5 Crystallisation methods
When searching for the optimal conditions for the nucleation and growth of protein crystals it is 
important to remember that conditions which are suitable using one crystallisation method may 
not be as effective using another. Consequently, crystallisation strategies often include a variation 
in methods and a few of the more general methods are described below.
Batch crystallisation
Batch crystallisation is the simplest method used for the crystallisation of proteins. It requires 
only that all of the components (including the precipitating agent) are placed in a single solution 
and left undisturbed. The initial solution must be sufficiently supersaturated for nucleation to be 
achieved, which theoretically results in a system which appears less than ideal as nucleation would 
be assumed to occur too rapidly. However, changes in the protein concentration as a result of the 
formation of nuclei or precipitates, and the resulting depletion of molecules from the solution, 
make it possible to obtain fairly large crystals when working close to the metastable region. The 
general theory behind this method is applicable to most other crystallisation techniques: high 
levels of supersaturation are achieved initially with lower, crystal growth facilitating levels being 
reached at some later time.
Vapour diffusion
Today micro-methods, especially vapour diffusion and dialysis, are the most commonly used 
techniques69. Vapour diffusion techniques, as the name suggests, rely on the diffusion of water or 
solvent molecules through air to bring the protein solution slowly towards a state of supersatura­
tion. Typically, a droplet of protein solution containing precipitant (and other additives) is equi­
librated against a reservoir containing a solution of precipitating agent at a higher concentration. 
Vapour diffusion occurs until the vapour pressure in the droplet equals that of the reservoir, with
the aim being to reduce the volume of the protein solution, through dehydration, until it reaches
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the required level of supersaturation to facilitate the formation of nuclei. At this stage the reservoir 
no longer acts to concentrate the drop but only maintains a constant vapour pressure. The three 
methods by which the vapour diffusion technique is most commonly applied are hanging drop, 
sitting drop and sandwich drop systems.
Dialysis
Dialysis is again based on the same general principle but is actually one of the more versatile 
methods. The protein solution is altered by the diffusion of the precipitant through a semiperme- 
able membrane. This allows the composition of the protein solution to be modified accurately any 
number of times.
Seeding
The final technique described here is seeding which is becoming increasingly more common (es­
pecially for increasing crystal size). Although there are various types of seeding procedures70 the 
basic idea behind each is the same and in contrast to the above, this technique utilises the fact that 
rates of nucleation and growth generally have different dependencies on protein supersaturation. 
Seeding aims to achieve separate optimisations of both procedures by transferring crystals from 
nucleating conditions into those which support crystal growth.
1.8.4 Availability o f membrane proteins
One of the major problems when working with membrane proteins is that they are found in the 
cells at very low levels. Although there have been recent attempts to overexpress and engineer71 
membrane proteins, producing large amounts of most membrane proteins is still difficult to achieve. 
Also, while refolding of recombinant protein from inclusion bodies often works well for soluble 
proteins it is still a large problem when over-expressing membrane proteins. However, there have 
recently been reports of successful over-production of a membrane protein, and of the refold­
ing of membrane proteins from inclusion bodies72. Consequently, the development of standard 
procedures for obtaining sufficient amounts of membrane proteins for use in structural studies is 
extremely important to the field. Fortunately, working with proteins found in photosynthetic mem­
branes meant that the membrane proteins have been cultured and isolated from natural sources.
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These proteins are therefore available in copious amounts and are generally structurally well char­
acterised.
1.8.5 The crystallisation o f membrane proteins
In the last twenty years several methods have been proposed for the crystallisation of membrane 
proteins, each of which has seen limited success and applicability. These include the use of prote­
olysis to form crystallisable species73; solubilisation and crystallisation in organic solvents74 and 
solubilisation in detergent followed by detergent removal75. More recently techniques have been 
developed specifically for the crystallisation of membrane proteins. The first of these was the Fv 
fragment-mediated crystallisation of bacterial cytochrome c oxidase53. This technique increased 
the extramembranous polar region, by the addition of a Fv fragment, to extend the surface available 
to form crystal contacts. Another novel technique was the crystallisation of bacterio rhodopsin by 
the use of lipidic cubic phases56. This method was devised to enable the protein to remain in a 
quasisolid membranous environment throughout crystallisation. Bicontinuous lipidic phases were 
chosen to provide nucleation sites and to allow protein growth to be supported by lateral diffusion 
of the protein molecules. Lipidic phases look promising for the crystallisation of membrane pro­
teins although the crystallisation of other proteins in these phases are still required to prove this 
theory. Currently, lipidic cubic phases have produced crystals of a reaction centre complex and 
are being tested on the B800-850 complex from Rps. acidophila strain 1005076.
However, the majority of X-ray quality crystals have been grown from preparations of de­
tergent solubilised protein, where the heterogeneous membrane lipids are replaced with homoge­
neous detergent molecules. This system provides a general and effective means of working with 
membrane proteins once they are removed from their native environment. Many of the early de­
velopments in membrane protein crystallisation were a result of the awareness of the role that 
detergents play in the solubilisation and crystallisation of membrane proteins52. Whilst deter­
gent solubilised systems have undoubtedly yielded the best results in crystallisation trials, a poor 
choice of such a system can often lead to metastable solubilisation and subsequent non-specific 
aggregation77. Recognising that the protein-detergent aggregate is the species that actually crys­
tallises makes it obvious why it is so important to understand the characteristics and behaviour of
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the detergent layer.
1.8.5.1 Crystal formation
According to M ichel78 there are two basic types of membrane protein crystals, where the original 
hydrophobic regions o f the protein are counterbalanced in different ways: Type I and Type II 
crystals (Figures 1.16 and 1.17).
Figure 1.16: Membrane protein crystals: Type I
Figure 1.17: Membrane protein crystals: Type II
Type I crystals are not formed from protein with the associated detergent micelle but instead
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rely on the hydrophobic interactions between protein, lipid and protein to compensate for the 
hydrophobicity, in the same way as is found in the cell membrane. These are basically 2D crys­
tals, formed in the plane of the membrane and then stacked in an ordered way. The formation of 
such crystals is possible e.g. solubilised purple membranes were crystallised in such a way by 
gradually removing the detergent at high salt concentrations75. These crystals are held together 
by hydrophobic and polar interactions and the attractive forces of both these of these have to be 
increased during a crystallisation experiment. While crystals of this type are possible the over­
whelming majority of membrane protein crystals belong to type n. Type II crystals are a result of 
crystallising the proteins from within their detergent micelles; they are held together mainly by 
polar interactions from the protein, although the possibility of micelle-micelle and micelle-protein 
contacts are now being considered79. At the moment the success of producing X-ray quality crys­
tals seems to lie with producing type II crystals. To obtain these crystals the membrane protein 
surrounded by its detergent ’belt’ is treated as a soluble protein, using standard crystallisation pro­
cedures. However, the presence of the detergent means that there are a variety of conceptual and 
practical problems which must be considered.
1.8.5.2 Detergent effects
The size and shape of the detergent micelles depend on the type, size and stereochemistry of the 
monomer and changes in these affect the size and shape of the detergent layer on the protein. 
This layer is important as the Type II crystal lattice is established through polar contacts from the 
protein regions extending out of the detergent micelle. Therefore this micelle must be compact 
enough to fit into the crystal lattice. However, neutron diffraction studies on the reaction centre 
from Rps. viridis19 and on OmpF porin from Escherichia colim , suggested that the detergent- 
detergent interactions may also play a role in stabilising the crystal lattice. Work on the reaction 
centre revealed that the detergent layer extended beyond the protein surface adjoining neighbour­
ing detergent layers and protein in the crystal. Whilst the main contacts were protein-protein (and 
the detergent-detergent contacts found in the OmpF porin were more subtle) it was suggested that 
changes in the detergent composition could affect and perhaps even disrupt the crystal packing.
This theory has experimental backing as described by Ostermeier and Michel81 who reported
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small differences in the detergent to cause essential differences in protein crystallisation behaviour. 
Examples were given on how minor changes in the alkyl chain length produced dramatically dif­
ferent effects on the crystal systems. These results suggested that for membrane protein crystalli­
sation there is an optimal chain length for the chosen detergent for the crystallisation of any partic­
ular system of protein-detergent molecules81. However, this is not the case for the B800-850 light 
harvesting complex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050 and the reaction centre from Rhodobacter 
sphaeroides*2. Both of these proteins have been crystallised using a variety of detergent systems 
and the light harvesting complex is reported to produce more than one crystal form.
1.8.5.3 Solubilisation conditions
Choosing a suitable type and concentration of detergent for the solubilisation of a membrane 
protein depends on its ability remove the protein from the membrane while maintaining native 
structure and function; its effectiveness in delipidating the protein; its capacity for maintaining the 
protein in a stabilised state; and the eventual effect it has on the crystallisation system52.
The overall aim is to effect solubilisation so that integral membrane proteins are capable of 
being purified and characterised by conventional means. To achieve this, the protein environment 
is maintained at a concentration of detergent high enough to keep the protein soluble83 (slightly 
above the CMC of the detergent usually suffices84). When attempting to obtain the maximum 
amount of protein from the membrane it is not enough to add a large excess of detergent to a 
solution of dilute membranes, as this can potentially denature the protein85. However, when the 
protein concentration is high the detergent to protein concentration becomes an important consid­
eration as the optimal amount of detergent (i.e. the concentration which effectively recovers the 
maximum amount of protein) required increases as the concentration of the protein increases59. 
Incomplete delipidation of membrane proteins and hence the presence of heterogeneous lipids can 
also be detrimental to the production of well ordered crystal forms.
1.8.5.4 Phase separation
Along with the size and shape of the detergent monomers, detergent solutions have colloidal prop­
erties, which add yet another dimension to the complexity of membrane protein crystallisation.
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Micellarisation of monomeric detergent is an example of a phase transition which occurs in an 
aqueous solution of detergent molecules and in general protein-detergent complexes are contin­
uously in association and dissociation with free detergent monomers86. However, other phase 
changes which involve micelles can actually create nonisotropic solutions and mesophases. At a 
certain temperature, called the cloud point, the solution turns turbid as it quickly passes through 
a phase boundary and results in what is commonly know as phase separation?*1. This results in 
a micelle rich phase which is rich in detergent but contains little of the precipitant ions; and a 
micelle depleted phase which is rich in ions.
Phase separation is a major obstacle in crystallisation of membrane proteins and, because 
protein-detergent complexes behave essentially like detergent micelles88, the phase transition is 
generally formed by a shift in temperature or the addition of precipitants to the solution. The 
variation of temperature often has opposite effects on protein solubility and phase transitions; 
phase transition shifts to a higher precipitant concentration with increasing temperature whereas 
protein solubility in high salt generally increases with decreasing temperature.
Micelles develop attractive interactions in the presence of salt and the strength of these inter­
actions increases with decreasing temperature, so that phase separation theoretically would occur 
on lowering the temperature. The attractive forces which cause free micelles in solution to ag­
gregate are thought to be the same as the attractive polar interactions between the protein bound 
detergent micelles, thought to be helpful in stabilising the crystal lattice. This would explain 
why many membrane proteins have been reported to crystallise near to or within the phase sep­
aration boundary84. There have been reports where X-ray quality crystals have formed in this 
phase84-49’87. However, it is more usual for the protein to denature rapidly when exposed to such 
an excess of detergent or to result in the growth of microcrystals89. Phase separation is generally 
considered detrimental to a crystallisation experiment and difficult to control, and systematic work 
to elucidate the mechanism of these phase changes is lacking. However, there have been several 
observations reported by a variety of researchers84’89 :
• Phase separation is reduced when ammonium sulphate is used as the precipitant as opposed 
to potassium or sodium phosphate.
v The phase separation phenomena is extensively covered by Zulauf 1991
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•  Phase separation can be shifted to higher salt concentrations with the use of certain additives, 
e.g. glycerol.
•  The use of small amphiphiles such as dimethylamineoxides shift the phase transition to 
higher precipitant concentrations (in some cases the transition disappears altogether).
•  The phase separation conditions are specific for the detergent-precipitant system and not 
the protein i.e. when one detergent is exchanged for another crystallisation conditions may 
change despite the protein to be crystallised being the same.
The specific properties of detergents depend primarily on the chemical structures of their 
monomers, but they are also affected by experimental conditions such as temperature, pressure, pH 
and ionic strength. As yet no global explanation for the interaction of detergents with biomacro­
molecules exists and as a result the task of finding the best detergent is essentially left to trial and 
error. The suitability of a detergent is generally added to the list of parameters that are to be tested 
in crystallisation trials and the use of detergent screening procedures have made testing various 
detergents a more attainable task.
1.8.6 The role o f the small amphiphile
In 1983 Hartmut Michel reported the crystallisation of membrane proteins after a “long period 
of fruitless attempts”78. In obtaining X-ray quality crystals, the use of both detergents and small 
amphiphilic molecules were found to be essential. Both types of molecules are often used in the 
crystallisation of membrane proteins and whilst detergents are seen as a fundamental part of the 
system the necessity and the function of the small amphiphile is still unclear.
Small amphiphilic molecules are differentiated from detergents by their inability to form mi­
celles. The behaviour of the detergent is significantly affected by the addition of such additives as 
they interact directly with the micelles by partitioning into the detergent layers90 thus affecting the 
CMC, micelle size and phase transitions of the detergent. Sensible use of amphiphiles can allow 
suppression of detergent phase separation and hence be beneficial to the crystallisation process91. 
One mode of action suggested for these molecules was that they acted to reduce the radius of
the micelle belt thereby removing steric hindrance in the formation of the crystal lattice. Since
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then it has been shown that the insertion of the small amphiphilic molecule, of heptan-l-2-3-triol 
reduces the apparent mass and size of both LDAO92 and (3-OG93 host micelles while increasing 
their curvature. However, as yet their function has not been adequately explained.
Several drawbacks of adding small amphiphiles to a protein-detergent solution have also been 
observed. They must be added at relatively high concentrations (typically 1% to 5%) to have an 
influence on the detergent phase transitions. At these concentrations “side-effects” include protein 
denaturation, irreproducible nucleation and crystal metastability although their general efficacy 
may also depend on the precipitant used81. Interestingly, the reaction centre from Rps. viridis has 
been the only reported case where crystals could not be grown in the absence of small amphiphilic 
additives, although there have been many cases where the crystal quality has been improved by 
their presence84. While the additives are thought to be useful in crystallisation of membrane 
proteins, they are not thought to be essential but rather should be used to “fine-tune” existing 
crystallisation conditions91.
A summary list of published crystallisation conditions for membrane proteins including choices 
for, detergent, amphiphiles, precipants, pH and temperature has been produced by Howard etal.%2.
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2. BIOCHEMICAL METHODS AND MATERIALS
2.1 Introduction
Throughout the duration of this project, work was carried out on four light harvesting (LH) com­
plexes from purple non-sulphur photosynthetic bacteria of the genera R hodopseudom onas (Rps.). 
Both the B800-820 and B800-850 LH complexes from Rps. cryptolactis  were studied, along with 
a further two B800-820 LH complexes from Rps. acidoph ila ; from each of the strains 7050 and 
7750. The basic biochemical procedures were similar for each complex and this chapter gives an 
overview of the methods and materials involved. Differences in optimal cell culture and specific 
experimental details on the isolation, purification and crystallisation of the individual complexes 
can be found in Chapters 3 and 4.
2.2 Cell culture
The media in which the cells were grown contained all of the nutrients required by the bacteria and 
was specific to each type. All cultures of Rps. acidophila  were grown anaerobically in p f e n n i g s  
media94, an acidic growth medium which contains succinate as the carbon source. Cells of Rps. 
cryptolactis  were grown anaerobically in t h e r m e d  media95 (at pH 6.8) which utilises pyruvate 
as the carbon source.
Initially, cells were streaked out onto agar plates and incubated anaerobically for 2-3 days.
Once grown, single colonies were selected and transferred freshly prepared agar, which contained
the required growth media. The cells were then allowed to grow anaerobically in the agar for
3 - 4  days, at room temperature, after which time liquid “starter” cultures were prepared by the
addition of 15 ml of growth media. The cultures were either grown at room temperature or placed
in temperature regulated water baths, which were kept isolated from excess light in order to control
the light intensity available to the bacteria. Both the light intensity and the temperature used were
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dependant on the type of light harvesting (LH) complex required and on the species of bacteria 
being grown. The light intensity was controlled by placing the bacteria at various distances from 
rows of incandescent light bulbs.
Once the starter cultures had grown to a sufficient density (1-4 days) the cells were used to 
inoculated fresh growth media and again the cells grown under the required conditions. This 
procedure was repeated until 500 ml flat-sided bottles contained grown bacteria, which were then 
harvested or kept at 4°C until required. All inoculations were carried out in aseptic conditions in 
a laminar air-flow cabinet.
2.3 Cell harvesting
In an average purification protocol, six litres of grown bacteria were harvested by centrifugation at 
3500 rpm for 20 minutes at 4°C. (Fison MSE Coolspin centrifuge). From six litres of grown bacte­
ria, the general yield from a purification run, which involved separating the B800-850 LH complex 
from the B800-820 LH complex, was approximately 2.5 mg of protein. After centrifugation, the 
supernatant was discarded and the pelleted cells were resuspended in the minimum amount of 
20mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.00 (at this stage cells that were not required immediately were stored at 
-20°C). To break the cell walls and release the membranes, the harvested cells were mechanically 
disrupted by two passages through a French pressure cell, at a pressure of 154 Mpa.
2.4 Solubilisation
The LH complexes were released from the cell membrane and kept soluble using the detergent 
lauryl-dimethylamine N-oxide (LDAO). The conditions used to solubilise the different LH com­
plexes varied although the general procedure was the same. The starting conditions for solubilisa­
tion were based on those used to solubilise the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 
1005096. These conditions are given below:
• Protein solution : Optical Density at 850 nm1 (ODgso) = 25 cm-1
‘ Optical density was generally used as a measure of protein concentration with an OD of 100 cm-1 being equal to 
~ 5mg/ml of protein.
• Detergent concentration: 2% (v/v) LDAO
• Incubation time: 3 hours
Using the above conditions, solubilisation of the cell membranes would be achieved as fol­
lows: broken cells were adjusted with 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 to a concentration which gave an 
OD850/820 °f 25 cm-1 . To this, 2% LDAO (v/v) was then added and the solution incubated for 
3 hours at 4°C. After incubation the solubilised membranes were centrifuged at 15,000 g for 20 
minutes at 4°C to remove any unsolubilised material. The supernatant containing the solubilised 
complexes was then collected and the pellet containing the unsolubilised material was discarded.
2.5 Isolation o f  the peripheral L H  com plex
The peripheral LH complexes (LH2) were isolated from the core light harvesting complex (LH1) 
and the reaction centre (RC) by the use of discontinuous sucrose density gradients29.
The gradients were composed of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 M sucrose solutions, which were pre­
pared in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 and contained 0.1% (v/v) LDAO. Starting with the highest 
concentration of sucrose, 6.5 ml of each solution was sequentially poured into a 30 ml polycar­
bonate centrifuge tube, creating the discontinuous gradient. 4 ml of the solubilised complexes 
were layered on top of the sucrose and the gradients spun in an ultra-centrifuge at 45,000 rpm for 
16 hours, at 4°C.
On removing the gradients from the centrifuge it could be seen that the complexes had resolved 
into two distinct pigmented bands. The lower band comprised the core complex (LH1 & RC) and 
the upper band contained the LH2 complexes (See Figure 2.1). The LH2 band was easily removed 
from the gradient, using a pipette.
2.6 Purification
2.6.1 Spectrophotometric estimation o f purity
Throughout a purification run, the integrity of the complex and the purity of the preparation were 
monitored by measuring the ratio of the absorbance at ~820 nm (or ~850 nm) to that at ~280
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Figure 2.1: Sucrose gradient containing solubilised complexes from Rps. acidophila strain 7050.
nm18 (See Figure 2.2 for a representative absorption spectrum). The bacteriochlorophyll a (Bchl a) 
molecules only absorb at 820 nm when stoichiometrically bound to the apoprotein. Therefore, any 
reduction in this ratio indicates either an decrease in bound pigments, from denatured complexes, 
or extraneous protein contaminants. This ratio shall be termed as the integrity ratio (Ir) throughout 
this thesis and typically acceptable values were Ir >  3.
820 nm
80
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Figure 2.2: A typical absorption spectrum of the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050
As a result of the nature of the complexes studied it was found necessary to introduce another 
spectrophotometric estimation of purity which is discussed in Section 3.2.3.
2.6.2 Gel filtration chromatography
On removal from the sucrose gradients the LH2 complexes were concentrated before being ap­
plied to the gel filtration column. A 2 ml aliquot was put into an Amicon 50K “Centricon” (Am- 
icon, Inc., Beverly, USA) and centrifugation dialysis was used to concentrate the protein until an 
OD820/850 of 40 cm-1 was obtained.
Meanwhile, a 120ml Superdex 200 column (Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden), which was
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connected to an Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC) system, was equilibrated with two 
column volumes of 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 which contained 0.1% LDAO. Once equilibration 
was complete, a 2 ml aliquot of the concentrated complex was filtered through a 22 jum filter and 
loaded onto the column. The sample was eluted with the equilibration buffer at a flow rate of 1 
ml/min and an elution profile (protein absorption at 280 nm) obtained. The protein was collected 
from the column in 1 ml fractions.
2.6.3 Anion exchange chromatography
2.6.3.1 Watman DE52 column
Throughout the purification work three different anion-exchange columns were tested for their 
suitability, the first of which was a Watman DE52 column. A slurry of Watman DE52 diethylethyl- 
aminoethylcellulose (DEAE) anion exchange matrix was prepared in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, as 
per manufacturer’s instructions. This was poured into a into a 5 cm diameter, gravity-fed glass 
chromatography column, to a height of ~10 cm, and washed with 150 ml of 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH
8.0. The solubilised complex was taken straight from the sucrose gradients, (OD82o/85o °f ~  10 
cm-1) and was slowly layered on top of the column using a pipette. Elution from the column was 
achieved by a stepwise gradient, in 50 mM steps, from 0 to 250 mM NaCl in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH
8.0, 0.1% LDAO. Each step was allowed to flow until the eluent was colourless, suggesting that 
no further complex would elute at that particular salt concentration. All fractions were collected 
in rs-/ 1 ml aliquots.
2.6.3.2 Q-Sepharose
A 12 ml by 1.5 ml Q-Sepharose column was connected to the FPLC system (Pharmacia Biotech, 
Uppsala, Sweden) and equilibrated with 50 ml of 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 0.1% LDAO. After 
equilibration, 5 ml of the solubilised complexes were taken directly from the sucrose gradients, 
filtered through a 22 pm  membrane and loaded onto the column. The protein was then washed 
with 40 ml of the equilibration buffer before a salt gradient of 0 to 250 mM NaCl, in 20 mM Tris- 
HCl, pH 8.0, 0.1% LDAO was run at 1 ml/min. The gradient was set up to run in the following
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way: 0 - 10% NaCl in 10 minutes, 10 to 100% NaCl in a further 50 minutes. The eluting protein 
was monitored by its absorption at 280 nm and collected in 1 ml fractions.
2.6.3.3 Resource Q
A 1 ml Resource Q column (Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden) was attached to the FPLC and 
equilibrated using five column volumes of 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 0.1 % LDAO. Again, 5 ml of 
the solubilised complexes were extracted from the sucrose gradients and filtered through a through 
a 22 /im membrane. The filtrate was then loaded onto the column and washed with four column 
volumes of the equilibration buffer. Elution was achieved by running a salt gradient of 0 to 200 
mM NaCl11 in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 0.1% LDAO at 2 ml/min. Once again the elution profile 
was monitored and the protein collected in 1 ml fractions.
Fractions from all chromatographic procedures were assayed spectrophotometrically (Sec­
tions 2.6.1 and 3.2.3) for their suitability in crystallisation trials.
2.7 Crystallisation
2.7.1 Detergent exchange
Prior to crystallisation the complex was generally exchanged into 1% P-octyl-glucopyranoside 
(p-OG) which contained 0.35 M NaCl in Tris-HCl, pH 8.0. To achieve this, 2 ml of the purified 
complex was transferred into a 50 K Centricon and centrifuged at 12,000 g until a minimum 
volume was achieved (~300 ji 1). The concentrated complex was then diluted with detergent-free 
buffer and again centrifuged to minimum volume. This step was repeated in an attempt to remove 
as much of the original detergent as possible. After the final wash, the complex was diluted with 
buffer containing the new detergent (and any additional salt) and the solution again centrifuged 
until the solution reached the concentration (@OD850/ 82o) required for crystallisation.
“ The gradients were optimised individually depending on the complex being purified
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2.7.1.1 Crystallisation conditions
Crystallisation conditions were screened around the protocol used to obtain diffraction quality 
crystals of the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 1005096. Similar conditions 
had also been used to grow crystals of both LH2 complexes from Rps. cryptolactis98 and the 
B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 775016. These crystals did not show high 
resolution diffraction, their poor quality was attributed to the purification protocols employed for 
the complexes96. The conditions used to obtain crystals of the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. 
acidophila strain 10050 were as follows:
•  Protein-detergent solution (“Starting ODgso”) : ODsso = 100 cm-1
• Detergent: 1% P-OG
• Additional Salt: 0.35 M NaCl
•  Precipitant: 1.0 M K2H P 04 (KP,-)
•  Small amphiphile: 2.5% benzamidine hydrochloride (BA) (w/v)
•  Well solution: 2.2 M ammonium sulphate (AMS), pH 9.3
Using the above conditions the protein would be prepared for crystallisation in the following 
systematic manner. After detergent exchange the protein was adjusted to give an OD82o/850 ° f 100 
cm-1 , using the detergent solution of 1% P-OG, 0.35 M NaCl in buffer. Enough BA to make the 
final solution contain 2.5% (w/v) was then weighed accurately, placed in an eppendorf and the 
protein solution was added. The mixture was then vortexed until the precipitate dissolved (~30 
seconds). To this, 1.0 M Kp, was slowly added from a 4M stock solution in distilled water, pH 
~9.2, with a pipette and the solution vortexed until a homogeneous colour was obtained, The final 
solution111 was then centrifuged at 13,000 rpm in an Eppendorf mini-centrifuge for 5 minutes to 
pellet any solid material.
111 It should be noted that the final protein solution therefore had an ODg2o/8 5 0  °f 75 cm-1 , a detergent concentration 
of 0.75% p-OG and a NaCl concentration of 0.26 M.
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Crystallisation trials were set up using the sitting drop method for vapour diffusion. Originally 
‘Cryschem’ trays (Charles Supper Company, Natick, USA) were used but these were later replaced 
with ‘Linbro’ trays containing poly-propelene bridges. 15 p\ of the prepared protein solution was 
equilibrated against a 1 ml well solution of AMS, at the necessary concentration and pH and trays 
were incubated at 18°C.
2.7.2 Artificial mother liquor
Artificial mother liquor (AML) was required to work with crystals of the B800-820 LH complex 
from Rps. acidophila strain 7050. Steeping the crystals in AML allows them to be handled more 
easily and has been known to improve the resolution of the diffraction shown by the crystals". 
Moreover, AML was needed to introduce cryoprotectant into the system (See Section 2.7.3).
Fortunately, AML had been previously formulated for use with the B800-850 LH complex 
from Rps. acidophila strain 1005096 and the only change made to the protocol was to equilibrate 
the AML against the well solution used to produce crystals of the B800-820 LH complex. The 
AML consisted of 0.5% P-OG (w/v), 0.35 M NaCl and 1.5 M KP, in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0. 
Three 300 p\ drops containing this AML were equilibrated against 8 ml of 2.3 M AMS at pH 9.7 
for between 36 and 48 hours. This was achieved using a 10 cm diameter vapour diffusion dish, 
containing a 3 drop bridge (pictured in Cogdell & Hawthomthwaite 199323).
2.7.3 Cryoprotectant
To protect the crystals from radiation damage, X-ray diffraction data was generally collected from 
crystals flash-cooled to 100K. For this, a cryoprotectant was required to safeguard the crystal 
against the cold air. A cryoprotectant had been previously devised for use with the crystals of 
the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050100. This was found to work well 
with crystals of the B800-820 LH complex and was composed of 50% saturated sucrose and 50% 
AML. This was prepared by making a solution which contained 0.7 M NaCl and 3.0 M KP, to 
which an equivalent amount of saturated sucrose was added. After mixing, 0.5% P-OG (w/v) was 
added and stirred slowly until the detergent dissolved. To the final solution phosphoric acid was 
added to give a final pH equal to the equilibrated AML.
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Cryoprotectant was introduced slowly into the crystals by dialysis. A crystal was taken from 
the crystallisation drop using a thin walled quartz glass capillary tube, attached to a syringe and 
placed in a 10 /d microdialysis button (Cambridge repetition engineers ltd., England) containing 
5 jA AML. Dampened molecularporous membrane tubing (Spectrum, Alondra, USA) was used to 
cover the well and the button placed upside down in a sealed vessel, containing cryoprotectant. 
The buttons were then incubated at 18°C for around 16 hours. For X-ray diffraction studies the 
crystals were loop mounted straight from the dialysis button and placed in the cryo-stream.
2.8 Mass spectrometry
2.8.1 Isolation o f the apoproteins
The molecular weights and populations of the apoproteins, which comprise the LH complexes, 
were investigated using mass spectrometry. To achieve this, the protein must firstly be isolated by 
extraction of the pigment molecules from the complex.
A 7 : 2 (v/v) acetone : methanol solution was used to extract both the Bchl a and the carotenoid 
molecules101. Extraction was achieved by adding 2 ml of this solution to 30/il of the purified 
protein complexes, which had been exchanged previously into detergent-free buffer (using the 
method described in Section 2.7.1). The solution was then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 15 minutes, 
producing a pellet containing the apoprotein and leaving “free” pigments and detergent molecules 
in the supernatant. The supernatant was discarded and the apoproteins were re-dissolved to remove 
any remaining pigments and again the solution centrifuged. This process was repeated until the 
pellet appeared colourless, suggesting that the protein was free of all pigment moieties.
2.8.2 Preparation o f the sample
Protein was prepared for mass spectrometry as described by Schindler102. After isolation, the 
apoprotein was re-dissolved in a 2 : 5 : 2 chloroform : methanol : water (v/v/v) mixture which 
contained sufficient glacial acetic acid (HOAc) to make the final solution 1% HOAc. Enough 
solvent was added to obtain a protein concentration of ~ 2  mg/ml. For electrospray analysis, 2 : 5 
: 2 chloroform : methanol: water (v/v/v), 1% glacial HOAc was also as the carrier solvent.
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3. PERIPHERAL LIGHT HARVESTING COMPLEXES FROM 
RHODOPSEUDOMONAS CRYPTOLACTIS
3.1 Introduction
The initial work in this project was carried out on a recently discovered species of photosynthetic 
bacteria called Rhodopseudomonas cryptolactis95. Rps. cryptolactis is a thermotolerant species 
of purple non-sulphur bacteria and was first isolated in 1990 from hot springs in North America. 
Like certain other species and strains of purple bacteria, Rps. cryptolactis can produce both a 
B800-850 and a B800-820 LH complex, depending on its growth conditions. In contrast to other 
species of purple bacteria, there is very little published material concerning the characterisation 
of the photosynthetic apparatus of Rps. cryptolactis and the primary sequence of the apoproteins 
from the light harvesting (LH) complexes have yet to be determined.
Crystals of the both the B800-820 and the B800-850 LH complexes from Rps. cryptolac­
tis had been reported previously, but showed diffraction to only 5.5 A and 10 A, respectively98. 
These crystals had been prepared using a purification and crystallisation protocol similar to the 
one employed to produce the first reported crystals of the B800-850 LH complex from Rhodopseu­
domonas acidophila strain 10050103, which also diffracted poorly. However, with the LH complex 
from Rps. acidophila several changes were made to the original purification protocol over a period 
of time which eventually resulted in the growth of X-ray quality crystals and subsequent structure 
determination of the complex1. The purification and crystallisation protocols employed during 
the structure determination were reported to have great bearing on the level and reproducibility of 
observed diffraction96. The original and the optimised protocols for this complex are shown in 
Table 3.1.
“Some conclusions” were made regarding the increased crystal quality with respect to the 
changes in the practical work and these are described in detail previously96. It was concluded that
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O r i g i n a l  P r o t o c o l O p t i m i s e d  p r o t o c o l
Solubilisation conditions Solubilisation conditions
Protein with ODsso = 50 cm-1 Protein with ODgso = 25 cm-1
1% LDAO (v/v) 2% LDAO (v/v)
Incubated for 5 minutes at rm. temp. Incubated for 2 hours at 4°C
Isolation of LH2 from LH1/RC Isolation of LH2 from LH1/RC
Whatman DE52 column Sucrose density centrifugation
Purification Purification
120 ml Sephacryl S-200 column 120 ml Superdex 200 FPLC column
Detergent exchange Detergent exchange
Mini DE52 column Centrifugation dialysis
Integrity ratio Integrity ratio
Ir > 2.8 Ir > 3.0
Crystallisation conditions Crystallisation conditions
Protein solution: ODsso = 150 - 200 cm-1 Protein solution: ODsso = 100 cm-1
Intial Detergent: 1.0% p-OG Initial Detergent: 1.0% p-OG
Precipitant: 0.9 M Kp, Precipitant: l.OMKp,
Additional salt: None Additional salt: 0.35 M NaCl
Small amphiphile: 2.5% BA Small amphiphile: 2.5% BA
Well solution: 2.3 M AMS pH 9.3 Well solution: 2.1 M AMS pH 9.0
Incubation Temperature: 20°C Incubation Temperature: 18°C
Table 3.1: The original and optimised protocols used in producing crystals of the B800-850 LH complex 
from Rps. acidophila strain 10050.
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the marked improvement in the reproducibility and resolution of diffraction of the crystals was 
acheived using methods of separation based on size rather than charge1. Therefore, the primary 
aim of this section was to use a purification protocol based on size, in an attempt to obtain X-ray 
quality crystals of the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. cryptolactis, which would allow structure 
determination and eventual comparison with the crystal structure of the B800-850 LH complex 
from Rps. acidophila strain 100501.
Work began on the B800-820 LH complex using the optimised purification protocol and var­
ious parameters were changed as required. Subsequent biochemical analyses and crystallisation 
trails were also carried out on the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. cryptolactis and this chap­
ter describes the work on both complexes. This work ended prematurely with the production of 
X-ray quality crystals from the B800-820 LH complex from a different species of bacteria: Rps. 
acidophila strain 7050 (see Chapters 4, 5 and 6). However, it was the experience gained from 
working with Rps. cryptolactis that allowed a relatively easy route to these crystals. This chapter 
aims to summarise the work carried out on Rps. cryptolactis, in the hope that it may be beneficial 
to the next researchers in this field.
3.2 The B800-820 light harvesting complex from Rps. cryptolactis
3.2.1 Cell growth
Working with proteins found in the photosynthetic membrane meant the that problems often en­
countered expressing and refolding membrane proteins were not an aspect of the project. Since 
photosynthetic membrane proteins are isolated from a natural source they are available in copious 
amounts and are generally well characterised. However, although growing cells of Rps. cryptolac­
tis which contained LH2 complexes was straightforward, producing the B800-820 LH complex as 
the sole form of LH2 proved to be non-trivial. Therefore, the initial aim of the project was to pro­
duce cells that contained a single type of LH2 complex: the B800-820 light harvesting complex.
Obtaining cells which contained the B800-820 LH complex as the sole form of LH2 was 
considered very important. It was thought that similarities between the B800-820 and the B800- 
850 LH complexes would make separating the two complexes extremely difficult29, and that lack
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of a pure single complex would be detrimental to obtaining X-ray quality crystals. However, 
producing cells which contained the B800-820 LH complex alone was assumed entirely feasible 
since other species (and strains) of purple bacteria had been reported to produce a single B800- 
820 LH complex when grown under the correct conditions16’104’101. Like other species and strains 
of bacteria, Rps. cryptolactis was reported to produce the B800-820 LH complex when subject 
to reduced light intensity95, although the effect of temperature and other environmental growth 
conditions had never been investigated for this species of bacteria.
Work began with an attempt to identify the correct light intensity for optimal production of 
the B800-820 LH complex. When this proved unsuccessful the effects of various other parameters 
were examined both individually and simultaneously over a period of several months. A brief 
outline of the various conditions that attempted is given below:
Light intensity:
• 1 x 25 W to 3 x 100 W incandescent light bulbs.
• Bulbs placed 30 cm to 100 cm from the cells.
• Varied or kept constant during cell growth.
• Cells grown behind bacteria containing the B800-850 LH complex at various light 
intensities1.
Temperature
• Tested between 34°C and 46°C.
• Varied or kept constant during cell growth.
• Changed with or independent of light intensity.
1 The most novel attempt to produce the B800-820 LH complex was an idea devised by Dr. Stephen M. Prince to use 
cells containing the B800-850 LH complex as a filter. It was thought that by specifically narrowing the wavelength range 
of the light available, the cells could be forced to produce the B800-820 LH complex. Although a bottle was designed 
especially for this purpose, cells grown behind the “B800-850 filter” did not grow at all under low light intensities and 
continued to grow with the B800-850 LH complex when the light intensity was high.
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Growth media
• Decreased amounts of pyruvate (carbon source).
• pH varied from 6.4 to 7.2.
The above parameters were optimised until an absorption spectrum taken of the whole cells 
indicated the presence of the B800-820 LH complex only (Figure 3.1). To achieve this, cells were 
grown from single colonies at 42° C in a thermostatically controlled water tank surrounded by 6 
x 100 W illuminated light bulbs. When enough bacteria had grown to fill a 500 ml bottle they 
were moved to a tank at 39°C and placed 30 cm from a single illuminated 40 W bulb. Cells 
were inoculated with 3:1 parts fresh growth media to grown bacteria every 1-2 days and after 3-4 
inoculations the cells were producing the B800-820 LH complex, as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Whole cells of Rps. cryptolactis containing the B800-820 LH complex as the major form of 
LH2.
The major peak at ~875 nm is from the absorption of the Bchl a molecules in LH1.
Whilst working with the bacteria, several aspects of the growth of Rps. cryptolactis were 
noted which may be useful for those working with this species of bacteria. These can be found in 
Appendix A.
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3.2.2 Purification
The aim of this section was to purify the B800-820 complex from Rps. cryptolactis using a pu­
rification protocol based on size, whilst using the integrity ratio (Ir) (see Section 2.6.1) to monitor 
both the purity and the integrity of the complex throughout the procedure. After the cell growth 
had been optimised to a level where only the B800-820 complex was assumed present, it was 
disappointing to realise that this was not the case. On removing the LH2 band from the sucrose 
gradients, the absorption spectrum showed that the sample still contained a certain amount of the 
B800-850 LH complex .
3.2.2.1 Initial detection o f the B800-850 LH  complex
The actual Bchl a absorption maxima of the B800-820 and the B800-850 LH complexes from 
Rps. cryptolactis are found at 800 nm and 819 nm and, at 804 nm and 858 nm, respectively. In a 
sample which predominantly contains the B800-820 LH complex, the presence of a small amount 
of the B800-850 LH complex can be detected easily by looking at the absorption spectrum. At 
858 nm, the B850 absorption maximum in Rps. cryptolactis is spectroscopically distinct from the 
peak at 819 nm and gives rise to a individual absorption peak, denoted as the B850 shoulder (see 
Figure 3.2). This is not the case in bacteria where the B850 absorption peak lies nearer to the 
absorption due to the B820 molecules (see Section 4.3.3.3)
3.2.2.2 Gel filtration chromatography
B800-850 and B800-820 LH complexes from the same species of bacteria were reported to be 
of similar shape and size with the main difference residing in subtle changes in the apoprotein, 
which would in some way affect the Bchl a absorption maxima5. Also, native B800-820 LH and 
B800-850 LH complexes from Rps. cryptolactis were reported to run similarly on a SDS-PAGE 
system; with each having an apparent molecular weight of 85 Kd98u. Consequently, it seemed 
that separating the two complexes based on size would be impractical. However, growing cells
u It should be noted that the apparent weight of the complex on an electrophoretic gel can often be misleading as a 
result of bound detergent molecules ^ 5
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Figure 3.2: The absorption spectrum of the B800-820 LH complex which contains an amount of the B800- 
850 LH complex; shown by the peak at ~850 nm.
which produced the B800-820 complex as the only form of LH2 was more difficult than was first 
anticipated and it was decided to follow the intended protocol with the best sample available.
Running the complex down a molecular sieve column gave surprising results. As the protein 
eluted from the column, the protein concentration (OD280) was detected using a UV-monitor. 
Plotted against time, a symmetrical elution profile was obtained, suggesting that no separation of 
the two complexes had been achieved. However, assaying each of the fractions individually gave a 
different result. Individual absorption spectra taken for each of the collected fractions showed that 
the amount of the B800-850 LH complex contaminating the sample decreased towards the latter 
end of the elution peak (Figure 3.3).
Unfortunately, the fractions which did not show an absorption peak at 850 nm were very dilute 
and generally had an integrity ratio (7r) <  2. Several attempts were made to optimise this procedure 
and although none of the modified parameters had a marked effect on the elution profile, it was 
noted that lower flow rates ( <  1 ml/min) did give a slightly better separation and that elution 
buffers containing detergent concentrations greater than 0.2% (v/v) lowered the Ir throughout the 
run. Overall, gel filtration chromatography gave very little of the B800-820 LH complex without 
a B850 shoulder and samples containing the most homogeneous form of the complex were very 
dilute and did not have values of Ir >  3. Nevertheless, crystallisation trials were set up using the
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Figure 3.3: Fractions of the complex taken from the gel filtration column, showing that the B850 shoulder 
decreases towards the end of the run.
“best” protein available but these failed to yield any crystal forms.
In general large molecules will flow more rapidly through gel-filtration media than smaller 
molecules. The reason for this is that smaller molecules can diffuse more easily into the gel, 
whereas larger molecules are prevented by their size from doing so to the same extent. From 
this it would be easy assume that the B800-850 LH complex was larger than, or of a different 
shape to, the B800-820 LH complex. However, with membrane proteins the situation can often 
be more complicated. The inclusion of varying amounts of lipids in solubilised complexes can 
render the complexes buoyant as a result of density factors rather than aggregate size. Also, non­
ideal interactions between the complexes and the chromatographic media can yield misleading 
results59. Therefore, it is not clear whether the modest separation was a result of a difference 
in the shape and/or size of the native complexes in vivo or because differences in the detergent 
solubilised protein and/or their interactions with the chromatographic media. However, what it 
did imply was that there was some scope for attempting to separate a mixture of LH2 complexes 
from Rps. cryptolactis.
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3.2.2.3 Sucrose gradients
The gel filtration chromatography results suggested that a separation of the two complexes based 
on size or shape may have been possible. Since the initial isolation of LH2 from LH1 and the RC 
is achieved by the use of sucrose density gradients (Section 2.5), it was decided to modify this 
procedure in an attempt to separate the two forms of LH2 at this stage in the purification. Initially, 
samples were taken from the top, middle and bottom of the LH2 band in a standard gradient, and 
an absorption spectrum of each sample was measured. From these it could be clearly seen that the 
B850 shoulder in the complex increased towards the bottom of the band (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: The absorption spectra of three samples taken from the top (t), middle (m) and bottom (b) of 
the LH2 band of a sucrose gradient.
The separation of a mixture using density centrifugation is generally achieved because of dif­
ferences in the mass, density or shape of the components106: a 200kD protein will move twice as 
fast as a 100 kD protein as the sedimentation velocity if a particle is proportional to its mass; a 
dense particle will move more rapidly than a less dense one as the opposing buoyancy is smaller 
for a less dense particle, and the shape is important as dissimilarly shaped molecules will move 
through the solution at varying speeds because of differences in their viscous drags. On cen­
trifugation, the B800-850 LH complex moved through the solution further than the B800-820 
LH complex. This corroborates the results from the molecular sieve column in showing the two 
detergent-solubilised complexes to be different in shape or size, with the B800-850 LH complex
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being the “larger” of the two.
The general method used for sucrose density centrifugation employs the use of discontinuous 
density gradients. Although this is a standard procedure, it is considered fairly elementary and 
continuous gradients are often used where a more effective separation of sample components is 
required. In an attempt to improve this procedure, continuous gradients of varying concentrations 
were poured: 0.0 M - 0.8 M sucrose; 0.0 M - 0.6 M sucrose; 0.2 M - 0.6 M sucrose in buffer, 0.1% 
LDAO, but no improvement in the separation of the two complexes was accomplished.
3.2.2A Initial anion exchange columns
Improving the purification protocol from which X-ray quality crystals of the B800-850 LH com­
plex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050 were obtained, removed all of the steps which purified 
using charge. From these results it was assumed that anion-exchange chromatography would not 
provide the ideal purification procedure for LH2 complexes96. However, lack of homogeneity in 
the complex would also hinder the formation of X-ray quality crystals and since separation on size 
did not seem possible, anion-exchange chromatography was attempted. Experimental procedures 
were carried out as described in Section 2.6.3.
Initially, protein taken from the sucrose gradients was loaded onto a gravity-driven Whatman 
DE52 column and a small amount of the sample which did not bind was collected. An absorption 
spectrum showed the sample to contain the B800-850 LH complex, however it was denatured 
(Ir ~0.9) and cross-contaminated with the B800-820 complex. Adding 50 mM NaCl in buffer, 
0.1% LDAO to the column caused several other fractions to elute. The absorption spectra of these 
samples showed the B800-850 LH complex to be present in varying amounts with respect to the 
B800-820 LH complex. The remaining protein eluted in the presence of 100 mM NaCl, with the 
B850 shoulder gradually decreasing (but not completely disappearing) towards the end of the run.
Fractions with the smallest peaks at 850 nm were collected and subsequently loaded onto 
the molecular sieve column. However, this did not produce any greater separation of the two 
complexes than had been achieved using gel filtration alone. Changes in the protocol, e.g., step­
wise gradients with smaller changes in the salt concentration, did not improve the results. Again, 
only a small amount of protein deemed suitable for crystallisation trials was collected but no
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crystals were obtained.
Along with the gravity-driven column, DEAE Sephacel and Q-Sepharose anion exchange 
columns were used on a Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC) (Pharmacia Biotech, Upp­
sala, Sweden) system. A range of continuous and step-wise gradients were tested but no improve­
ment on the above was protocol was achieved for either column. In an attempt to obtain more of 
the B800-820 LH complex all of the samples which were discarded for crystallisation trials were 
pooled together, because they contained an amount of the B800-850 LH complex. These were 
dialysed overnight against Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 which contained 0.1% LDAO to remove the salt. The 
salt-free complexes were then reapplied to both columns but the absorption spectra of all the col­
lected fractions showed peaks at 850 nm, implying that no further separation was possible using 
these methods. From these purification runs several crystallisation trials were set up but no crystal 
forms were obtained.
3.2.2.5 Anion exchange chromatography using a Resource Q column
In contrast to the above anion exchange columns, elution of the complexes from a Resource Q 
column (Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden) showed a marked improvement in separating the 
two LH complexes compared using a molecular sieve.
The protein was loaded onto the 1 ml column and a small amount which did not bind and was 
collected. Predominately, this sample contained the B800-850 LH complex, although it was rather 
denatured.
After washing the column with 5 mis of Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 containing 0.1 % LDAO, several 
step-wise and continuous salt gradients were employed to elute the protein. The gradient which 
gave the best separation was 0 - 200 mM NaCl in 20 minutes and using this, the protein eluted as 
a series of peaks. Fractions containing the largest amounts of the B800-850 LH complex eluted 
first and those with the least B850 shoulder eluted towards the end of the run. A diagram of a 
typical elution profile and the corresponding absorption spectra from a range of samples is shown 
in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. Using this column the B850 shoulder disappeared much earlier in the 
elution profile than had been witnessed previously, leaving a sufficent amount of ‘shoulder-free’ 
protein that more extensive crystallisation screens could be attempted.
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Figure 3.5: A general elution profile obtained for the B800-820 LH complex when purified using a 
Q column.
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Figure 3.6: The absorption spectra obtained from fractions numbered 1, 5, 8 and 17 from the above purifi­
cation run.
By around fraction number 14 there was no noticable B850 absorption peak.
Other advantages of this small column were that a single purification run took around 40 
minutes with only a few minutes required between runs to re-equilibrate the column. This allowed 
the salt gradient to be optimised in a few hours and many purification runs to be carried out in the 
same day. Given a limited yield, this was important in order to be able to set up crystallisation 
trials soon after purification.
3.2.3 Measuring the homogeneity o f the complex
When a sample of the B800-820 LH complex contained a significant amount of the B800-850
LH complex, the “impurity” could be seen easily in the absorption spectra by the presence of the
B850 shoulder. However, once it was established that this impurity could be minimised or, in
fact, removed, it became apparent that a method of monitoring the B800-850 LH complex at low
concentrations would be required. This was particularly relevant as the protein did not elute from
the Resource Q column as two distinct peaks but instead as a procession of small peaks.
To monitor the homogeneity of the complex, the ratio of the B820 to B800 absorption peaks
was calculated. Both types of LH2 complex contain similarly absorbing B800 molecules and
consequently the presence of the B800-850 LH complex enhances the 800 nm absorption peak
relative to the 820 nm peak (see Figure 3.8). The ratio calculated from the peak heights has
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been termed the “Peak ratio” and shall be denoted Pr. Since there were no published values for 
Pr, those calculated were set as standards to measure the effectiveness of subsequent purification 
procedures.
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Figure 3.7: Absorption spectra highlighting the difference in the 800 and 820 nm peak heights when a 
B800-850 impurity is present in the sample.
It is also reasonable to calculate the difference in heights between the absorption from the 
B850 and the B820 molecules, but as the B850 shoulder decreases this value becomes less stable. 
From the Resource Q column, ratios at 819 nm : 800 nm and at 819 nm : 858 nm were calculated 
from each of the collected fractions. From these the correlation co-efficient between the two sets of 
ratios was calculated using CORREL in Xcel (Microsoft) and they were found to be 96% correlated.
In general, samples of the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. cryptolactis with Pr >  1.1 and Ir 
> 3 .0  were chosen for crystallisation trials. After the protein was purified, several samples were 
taken for analysis using mass spectrometry. The results obtained showed at least four peaks present 
in the region 5 - 7kD implying that the complex contains multiple polypeptides. However, the 
results were inconclusive in predicting the molecular weight and abaundance of the polypeptides 
but have been included in Appendix B as a reference for any further purification work carried out 
on the complex.
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3.2.4 Solubilisation conditions
One of the final experiments carried out on the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. cryptolactis 
was to test the effect of altering the concentration of detergent used to solubilise the complex 
from the cell membrane. Before solubilisation, the protein was divided into four separate aliquots, 
each having an OD820 of 40 cm-1 . These batches were made to contain 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5% and 
2.0% LDAO (v/v) and incubated for 1 hour. No other changes were made to the purification 
protocol and after the samples were removed from the sucrose gradients (all of which were in 
0.1% LDAO), the absorption spectrum of each was measured. At this stage all of the samples 
had a Pr of ~0.9 and were then taken individually and applied to a Resource Q column. All of 
the samples gave similar elution profiles and which allowed 30 fractions (numbered 1 - 30) to be 
collected and assayed spectrophotometrically, (see Figure 3.6) for a typical elution profile. From 
these assays it was normal to collect fractions with Pr >  1.1 for use in crystallisation trials and the 
concentration of the protein generally decreased with fraction number e.g. fractions numbered 25 
- 30 were dilute in comparison to the earlier fractions. Accordingly, it was that found solubilising 
with higher concentrations of detergent resulted in less protein being collected for crystallisation 
trials. Moreover, the Pr of the collected fractions of this protein were also lower than the Pr of the 
corresponding fractions from protein which had been solubilised with less detergent. This can be 
seen in Table 3.2.
CSB Frac. Col. Pr range
0.5% 13-25 1.12-1.23
1.0% 16-25 1.11 -1.21
1.5% 17-25 1.08-1.17
2.0% 18-25 1.06-1.13
Table 3.2: Solubilisation conditions and the effect of the purification of the complex.
• CSB : Concentration of the solubilisation detergent
• Frac. Col. : The fractions collected for use in crystallisation trials.
• Pr range: The range of Pr corresponding to the first and last collected fractions.
From these results, it appears that using a high detergent concentration is not beneficial when
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solubilising this complex, as lower concentrations gave an increase in both the amount of pro­
tein obtained and in the homogeneity of the complex. However, what is not known is the effect 
that such low concentrations would have on completely removing the membrane lipids from the 
complex and if this would effect the likelihood of crystal formation and/or the crystal quality. 
However, small crystals were obtained using 0.5% LDAO as the solubilising detergent and these 
are described in the next section, in a summary of all the crystals obtained of this complex.
3.2.5 Crystallisation
Crystallisation trials were set up after each purification run and a summary of the different ranges 
of conditions attempted is given in Table 3.3.
Parameter Units Values In steps of
Protein absorption at 820 nm cm-1 40-120 10
Precipitant: Kp, M 0.8 & 0.2 N/A
Well solution: AMS M 2.1 -2.5 0.2
Well solution: AMS pH 9.3 - 9.9 0.1
Added salt: NaCl M 0.35 N/A
Small Amphiphile: BA % (w/v) 2.5 N/A
Table 3.3: Crystallisation parameters screened. 
All protein was crystallised in 0.75% fi-OG.
Crystals of the B800-820 LH complex were not obtained unless the Resource Q column was 
employed to purify the protein. Several wells contained small crystals and some of them were 
tested for their suitability in X-ray analysis, no diffraction was observed. The time and detergent 
concentration used to achieve solubilisation of the complexes differed although the protein solution 
was always at a concentration which gave ODg2o of 40 cm-1 . The successful solubilisation (Solb. 
Cond.) and crystallisation conditions are given in Table 3.4 where OD820 cm-1 was the “starting 
OD” of the protein (see Section 2.7).
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Solb. Cond ODg20 cm  1 Kp, (M ) A M S (pH) R esults
2%  LD A O , 1 hour 70 1.0 9.5 ~ 5 0 /d  x 50/d; thin w ith poor-defined m orphology
2%  LD A O , 1 hour 70 0.8 9.3 ~ 5 0 /d  x 50/d; tabular but not single
2%  LD A O , 1 hour 110 1.0 9.5 m icro-crystals
2%  LD A O , 1 hour 80 1.0 9.3 ~  100/d x 100/d; poorly-defined m orphology
0.5%  LD A O , 1 hour 70 0.8 9.4 tiny, thin crystals, w ell-defined (cubic?) m orphology
1% LDAO, 3 hours 90 0.8 9.5 & 9.7 50//m  x 50//m  x 0.5 /un; w ell-defined m orphology (cubic?) (see  F igure  3.8
Table 3.4: Crystals obtained for the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. cryptolactis. 
A ll protein was crystallised against 2.3M  AMS and contained 2.5%  (w/v) BA
meat
Figure 3.8: Crystals of the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. cryptolactis
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3.3 The B800-850 LH complex from Rps. cryptolactis
Although the original aim of the work carried out in this thesis was structure elucidation of a B800- 
820 light harvesting complex (more specifically from Rps. cryptolactis), problems with the initial 
growth of the bacterium meant that there was time to work on other complexes. The first complex 
chosen for this purpose was the B800-850 LH complex from the same species of bacteria. This 
high-light grown complex was chosen primarily for its apparent ease of growth, i.e., cells of Rps. 
cryptolactis were thought to produce the B800-850 complex as a single LH2 complex without 
much difficulty. Also, because of the differences in the structures of the B800-850 LH complexes 
from Rps. acidophila strain 100501 and Rhodospirillum (Rs.) molischianum30 there are many 
questions that only further structural analysis of additional LH complexes will answer.
3.3.0.1 Cell growth
Cells were grown as outlined in Chapter 2, Section 2.2. More specifically, the cells were grown in 
a thermostatically-controlled water bath at 42°C which was surrounded by 6 x 100 W incandes­
cent light bulbs. Cells were inoculated using 3:1 fresh growth media to grown bacteria. General 
observations on the growth of Rps. cryptolactis are also given in Appendix A.
3.3.0.2 Crystallisation
Like the B800-820 LH complex, the initial protocol used to purify this complex closely followed 
the method employed to produce X-ray quality crystals of the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. 
acidophila strain 10050. Several purification runs were carried out using this procedure with only 
the crystallisation conditions being changed. A large number of sitting drop trays were set up using 
a variety of conditions and the parameters were changed both individually and simultaneously, 
using protein with the maximum value of Ir available (generally around 2.6). These parameters 
are not outlined in detail as a lack of results prevented any real rationale from being applied to the 
system. However, the ranges of conditions are summarised in Table 3.5.
Every trial, with the exception of one, produced amorphous precipitation and denatured pro-
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Parameter Units Values In steps of
Protein absorption at 850 nm cm-1 20 -140 10
Precipitant: Kp, M 0.5 - 1.5 0.1
Well solution: AMS M 1.5-3.0 0.1
Well solution: AMS pH 9.0 -10.0 0.1
Added salt: NaCl M 0.0 - 0.35 0.02
Small Amphiphile: BA % (w/v) 0.0 - 4.0 0.5
Table 3.5: Initial crystallisation parameters screened
tein111. The only micro-crystalline precipitate observed throughout this work was from protein 
which had been solubilised in 2% LDAO for 3 hours, had an Ir of 2.0 and an Pr of 1.15, a start­
ing OD850 of 70 cm-1 and was crystallised in the presence of 0.8% KP, and 2.5% BA (w/v) and 
against a well solution of 2.4 M AMS at pH 9.3. Obtaining this “crystal form” was, however, 
found to be irreproducible.
During the time spent on crystallisation, the speed of purification was also considered, and 
although the entire procedure (from extracting the complex to setting up crystallisation trials) was 
accelerated from 5 days to 2.5 days, no noticeable effect on crystallisation was observed. At this 
stage the failure in the crystallisation trials was ascribed to some aspect of the purification proce­
dure and it was decided to begin to improve on this by re-analysing the solubilisation conditions.
3.3.1 Solubilisation
Improvements made to the purification protocol for the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. aci­
dophila strain 10050, which led to growth of X-ray quality crystals, included changes in the pa­
rameters used to solubilise the complex96. The time, protein concentration and detergent concen­
tration used in solubilising the complex were all different from those used in the original protocol 
(see Section 3.1).
111 As the complex denatures the solution changes from the colour attributed to the carotenoid (e.g. purple or orange) 
to green resulting from the “free” Bchl a in solution.
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3.3.1.1 Detergent concentration and protein concentration
The protein and the detergent concentration were the first parameters to be varied when solubil­
ising the complex from the cell membrane. Two batches of protein were prepared in buffer for 
solubilisation: one with a starting ODgso of 25 cm-1  (Batch A) and another with an ODgso of 50 
cm -1  (Batch B). Each batch was divided into 5 separate aliquots with enough detergent added to 
make them 0.5%, 1.0%, 2.0%, 3.0% and 4.0% LDAO (v/v) (A/B0.5, A/Bi, A/B2 , A/B3 and A/B4 , 
respectively) and the samples incubated for 1 hour, at 4°C.
In addition to monitoring the effect that the different solubilisation conditions had on obtain­
ing crystals of the complex, the fraction of complex released from the cell membrane was also 
measured. To observe this the absorption was measured at 858 nm after detergent was added to 
the cells (ODpre) and then again from the supernatant (containing the solubilised complexes) once 
the unsolubilised material had been removed (ODfl/ r) (see Section 1.14 for solubilisation details). 
From the results was calculated for all samples and the results shown in Table 3.6.
Protein ODqflvn Z Protein
ODqfl
ODpre
A0.5 0.77 B0.5 0.77
A 1.0 0.83 B].o 0.80
A2.0 0.84 B2.0 0.83
A3.0 0.82 B3.0 0.81
A4.0 0.80 B4.0 0.79
Table 3.6: Differing protein concentrations (A and B) showing the effect of detergent on the amount of 
complex released from the cell membrane.
From these results it can be seen that there are no dramatic effects on the quantity of protein 
retrieved from the cells. However, the maximum amount of protein in solution was attained when a 
detergent concentration of between 1% and 2% LDAO was used. The slight drop in the ratio after 
2 % is assumed to be a result of the complex denaturing and hence it would appear that solubilising 
with 3% detergent or above could be detrimental to the complex. From Table 3.6 it can also be 
observed that with a higher protein concentration slightly more detergent is required to affect the 
solubilisation.
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All of the individual protein solutions were purified using gel filtration chromatography and 
corresponding crystallisation trials set up; no crystals were obtained.
3.3.1.2 Solubilisation against time
In a experiment similar to the above, the detergent concentration was kept constant and the time 
used to achieve solubilisation was varied. Again, the protein was divided into two batches, A 
(ODgso of 25 cm-1) and B (ODgso 50 cm-1). Each of these were divided into 6 individual samples 
denoted A "time" and B “time" and solubilised for 15,30,60,90,120 and 150 minutes. The absorption 
at 858 nm was again measured before solubilisation (ODpre) and also from the supernatant after 
solubilisation had been effected (ODa/,). The results reported in Table 3.7.
Protein ODqf,ODpre Protein
ODafi
ob;n
Aj5 0.87 B]5 0.76
A30 0.81 B30 0.78
A<50 0.83 B60 0.76
A90 0.81 B90 0.72
A120 0.83 B120 0.72
Al50 0.75 B150 0.74
Table 3.7: Differing protein concentrations (A and B) showing the effect o f time on the amount o f complex 
released from the cell membrane.
Again no dramatic effect was observed on the amount of the complex released from the cell 
membrane. However, it did suggest that a longer time period was not beneficial in releasing the 
complex from the membrane and that it may actually have been slightly detrimental. This is 
contrary to what was reported for solubilising the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila 
strain 10050, where incubating the protein for a longer period of time was though to be beneficial 
in obtaining X-ray quality crystals96. From this set of results, it appeared that solubilisation was 
effected more successfully when the protein concentration was lower and this agreed with similar 
changes made to the solubilisation conditions for the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila 
strain 1005096. All of the separate batches of protein were used individually in crystallisation trials
but no improvement in obtaining crystals was observed.
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These experiments, which looked at the solubilisation parameters, gave no evidence to suggest 
that an increase in time and detergent concentration were beneficial when solubilising the complex, 
even though both of these were increased from the original to the optimised purification protocol 
for the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050. From these two protocols the 
concentration of protein used was halved and these experiments confirmed that working with a 
lower concentration of protein allowed a slightly more effective solubilisation. However, since no 
crystals forms were observed it is difficult to say whether or not these parameters played (or would 
play) a part in obtaining X-ray quality crystals of the complex.
3.3.2 Purification
Since crystallising the complex was continually unsuccessful it was decided to change the purifi­
cation methods. At this stage, the separation of the B800-850 LH complex from the B800-820 
LH complex had already been achieved using the Resource Q anion exchange column and all 
previous B800-850 LH complexes had been purified using gel-filtration chromatography because 
it was assumed that only the B800-850 LH complex was present. However, the presence of a 
B800-820 LH complex is not easily observed by examination of the absorption spectra because 
the 819 nm peak lies in the valley between the 800 nm and the 858 nm peaks and so does not give a 
peak that is distinct from the absorption peaks from the B800-850 LH complex (see Figure 3.10). 
Therefore, anion exchange chromatography was employed in an attempt to identify any amount 
of the B800-820 LH complex which may have been present and perhaps impeding the formation 
of crystals.
3.3.2.1 Anion exchange chromatography
Protein taken from the sucrose gradients was loaded onto a Resource Q column and a salt gradient 
of 0 - 200 mM NaCl was set up to run over 20 minutes. However, the protein began to elute in the 
presence of ~25 mM NaCl, at which stage the salt gradient was kept constant. The initial fractions 
collected were assayed spectrophotometrically and appeared to contain the B800-850 LH complex 
alone. Once the protein ceased eluting the salt gradient was allowed to continue and at higher salt 
concentrations the presence of the B800-820 LH complex was observed, although these fractions
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Figure 3.9: The absorption spectrum of the B800-850 LH complex which is cross contaminated with the 
B800-820 LH complex.
were dilute and the sample denatured. For all of the collected fractions, the value of Pr (800 nm: 
850 nm) was calculated and was found to decrease towards the end of the run. Two different salt 
gradients were attempted and protein which had a Pr > 1.1 and an Ir >  3.0 was collected for use 
in crystallisation trials but again no crystals were obtained.
To show the improvement in the removal of the B800-820 LH complex using the Resource Q 
column and the use of Pr, a comparison of the values of Pr plotted against the fraction number for 
the Resource Q column and the molecular sieve column for the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. 
cryptolactis are shown in Figure 3.11.
At this stage the project was taken over by a final year honours student, Iain Mitchell. He 
optimised the salt gradient but found that the value of Pr did not differ much from those given 
above. Iain also observed that similar values of Pr were obtained regardless of the amount of 
B800-820 LH complex present in the sample at the beginning of the preparation.
3.3.3 Detergent exchange
After the introduction of the anion-exchange column the crystallisation detergent was changed 
from 1% P-OG, 350mM NaCl in Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 to 0.2% LDAO which contained 2% glycerol 
in the same buffer. Crystallisations set up using a standard crystallisation screen (see Table 3.3 for
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Figure 3.10: Pr plotted against equivalent fraction numbers: The lower the value of Pr, the more the B800- 
820 “impurity” is present.
From the graph it can be seen that the values for Pr change dramtically when the Resource Q column was employed 
showing that a greater separation of the two complexes was achieved.
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general crystallisation conditions) produced micro-crystalline precipitate (Figure 3.11).
Figure 3.11: Micro-crystalline precipitate of the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. cryptolactis
The most encouraging aspect of this precipitate was that it retained the colour of the intact 
complexes. It seems that although the complex was previously reported to crystallise in 1% (3- 
OG98 it may be worthwhile testing other crystallisation detergents.
It should also be noted that mass spectrometry (MS) results for the complex showed the pres­
ence of at least 3 peaks in the region of 5 - 5.6 kD which suggests that the complex may have more 
than a single a  and (3 polypeptide. The primary sequence of the apoproteins from this species of 
bacteria are not known and the MS results obtained were inconclusive but have been included in 
Appendix B as a reference for any further purification work carried out on the complex.
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4. B 800-820 LIGHT HARVESTING COMPLEXES FROM RHODOPSEUDOMONAS
ACIDOPHILA STRAINS 7750 AND 7050
4 .1 Introduction
This section of work was carried out on B800-820 LH complexes from the purple bacterium 
Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) acidophila strains 7750 and 7050. Rps. acidophila was first isolated in 
196994 and takes its name from the fact that the optimal pH for its growth is 5.2. To date, the light 
harvesting (LH) complexes from strains 10050, 7750 and 7050 of Rps. acidophila have been well 
characterised. Strain 10050 produces a single type of peripheral light harvesting (LH2) complex: 
the B800-850 LH complex. Strains 7750 and 7050 can both produce a B800-820 LH complex, in 
addition to the B800-850 LH complex, depending on the cell growth conditions. Like many other 
species of bacteria, strain 7050 synthesises the B800-820 LH complex in response to reduced light 
intensity. However, strain 7750 is more unusual in that it produces a B800-820 LH complex in 
response to a reduction in temperature29.
The B800-850 LH complexes from all three strains and the B800-820 LH complex from strain 
7050 are composed of a single a  and p apoprotein. The B800-820 LH complex from strain 7750 is 
reported to be composed of two a  ( a i , 0 .2 ) and two P (pi, P2) apoproteins16. The primary sequence 
of the apoproteins from the all of the peripheral light harvesting complexes from all strains of Rps. 
acidophila have been determined107, with the exception of CC2 .
The first reported crystals of a LH2 complex from Rps. acidophila were those of the B800-850 
LH complex from strain 10050103. This was also the first LH2 complex to have its 3D structure de­
termined by X-ray crystallography1. Crystals of the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila 
strain 775016 have also been obtained although crystallisation has not been reported for any other 
LH2 complex from this species.
The objective of this section was to produce X-ray quality crystals of a B800-820 LH complex,
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from either Rps. acidophila strain 7750 or 7050. Again, the aim was to improve on any purification 
protocols attempted previously and to begin by closely following the successful methods used to 
obtain X-ray quality crystals of the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050 (see 
Section 3.1). By comparison with the light harvesting complexes from Rps. cryptolactis, only a 
modest amount of time was spent on developing purification protocols for these complexes and 
the experience gained from working with Rps. cryptolactis was found invaluable, particularly for 
latter work on strain 7050.
4.2 The B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7750
4.2.1 Introduction
The crystals of the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7750 had not shown diffrac­
tion beyond 6Aresolution16 and like the poorly diffracting crystals from strain 10050, the complex 
had been purified using a mixture of techniques based on both size and charge. Therefore, the 
initial aim was similar to that for working with the LH2 complexes from Rps. cryptolactis, i.e. to 
modify the original purification protocol used on strain 10050, adopting the methods employed to 
crystallise the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050. In the latter stages of 
this work, experience gained from working with Rps. cryptolactis was also considered.
4.2.2 Cell growth
Unlike Rps. cryptolactis, the growth conditions for Rps. acidophila had been well documented101-104. 
As stated previously, Rps. acidophila strain 7750 synthesises the B800-820 LH complex in re­
sponse to a lowering of the growth temperature. The cells were initially grown at room tempera­
ture in front of three 100 W incandescent light bulbs (high light (HL) conditions). Once grown, 
the cells were used to inoculated fresh growth media, using 8 parts media to 1 part grown bac­
teria. When sufficient cells had grown to inoculate a 500 ml bottle, they were transferred to a 
temperature-controlled water tank at 22°C and the available light now came from two 40 W illu-
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minated light bulbs placed 30 cm from the bottles1. Fresh cells were inoculated every 2-3 days and 
after 3-4 inoculations the absorption spectra from the cells showed the presence of a B800-820 LH 
complex (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Whole cells of Rps. acidophila strain 7750 containing the B800-820 LH complex.
4.2.3 Solubilisation
The conditions used to solubilise the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7750 
were not altered throughout the various purification procedures employed. The membranes were 
adjusted to give an ODg2o of 25 cm-1, to which 2% LDAO (v/v) was added and the solution 
incubated for 2 hours, at 4°C. On removal from the sucrose gradients the LH2 band gave an 
absorption spectrum which suggested that only the B800-820 LH complex was present, i.e., there 
was no obvious absorption peak at 850 nm (see Figure 4.2).
4.2.4 Purification
4.2.4.1 Gel filtration chromatography
The complex was initially purified using a molecular sieve column and a symmetrical elution 
profile was obtained for the run. All 1 ml fractions were assayed spectrophotometrically and
1 For this study, the complex was grown under reduced light conditions although it is not known if this had any effect 
on the type of complex present.
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Figure 4.2: The absorption spectrum of the isolated LH2 band taken from the sucrose gradients.
from the absorption spectra there was little evidence to suggest that a B800-850 LH complex was 
present in the sample, i.e., none of the fractions showed a B850 absorption peak. However, on re­
examination of the absorption spectra some time later it was noticed that the values of the purity 
ratio (Pr) changed gradually over the elution peak, showing values ranging from ~0.7 to ~0.8. 
For crystallisation trials column fractions with Ir > 3 were collected but no crystals were obtained.
Anion-exchange chromatography was later employed in an attempt to further purify the complex 
and to investigate the possibility of cross-contamination with the B800-850 LH complex. Initially, 
the protein was loaded straight from the sucrose gradients onto a DEAE Sephacel anion exchange 
column but the complex did not bind. Subsequently, purification using a Resource Q column was 
attempted and again a quantity of the protein did not bind to the column. This was collected and 
the absorption spectrum showed the presence of a slight B850 shoulder (see Figure 4.3).
Elution of the complex was achieved using the salt gradient previously optimised for the pu­
rification of the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. cryptolactis. However, most of the protein had 
left the column by the time the 40 mM NaCl was added. Absorption spectra were taken from all 
of the collected 1 ml fractions and the value of Pr was calculated for each one. From these a slight 
difference was observed in the values of Pr from ~0.7 to ~0.8 with increasing NaCl concentra-
4.2.4.2 Anion exchange chromatography
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Figure 4.3: The absorption spectrum of the initial fraction collected from the Resource Q column.
tion. Several unsuccessful attempts were made to optimise the salt gradient, however, the greatest 
value of Pr obtained for this complex remained around 0.8.
From these results, there was no evidence to suggest that any real separation of the two forms 
of LH2 had been achieved. This may have been because of the purification procedure or simply 
because there was not a great deal of the B800-850 LH complex present in the sample. Fractions 
which contained Ir >  3 and Pr > 0.8 were collected for use in crystallisation trials.
4.2.5 Crystallisation
Crystallisation of the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7750 was attempted 
using the range of conditions tried is shown in Table 4.1.
Parameter Units Values In steps of
Starting OD82ou cm-1 80 - 140 10
Precipitant: Kp, M
0400© 0.1
Well solution: AMS M 2.1 -2.5 0.1
Well solution: AMS pH 9.0 - 9.5 0.1
Small Amphiphile: BA %, (w/v) 2.5 N/A
Table 4.1: Ranges of crystallisation conditions attempted.
The initial protein solution was in 1% P-OG and 0.35 M NaCl prior to the addition of any crystallising agents.
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The only promising results observed for this complex were unfortunately micro-crystalline. 
This protein was purified using the Resource Q column and crystallised succesfully under the 
following conditions:
•  Protein solution: Starting OD820 = 90 cm-1
• Initial detergent solution: 1% (3-OG, 0.35 M NaCl
• Precipitant: 0.8 M Kp,, pH ~9.2
• Small amphiphile: 2.5% BA
• Well solution: 2.3 M AMS pH 9.0
4.2.6 Mass spectrometry
Mass spectrometry can be extremely useful when working with LH complexes for which the 
molecular weights of their apoproteins have been previously determined. This technique allows 
the presence of extraneous protein contaminants to be identified and in particular those present 
because of cross contamination of a second form of LH2. Therefore, the aim was to calculate the 
molecular weights of the apoproteins for the B800-850 and the B800-820 LH complexes from their 
published sequences107 and to compare these results to those obtained from the mass spectrometer 
for the B800-820 LH complex.
The molecular weights of the apoproteins from Rps. acidophila strain 7750 were calculated 
from their primary sequences, with the exception of 0C2 for which the primary sequence is not 
known. The results are shown in Table 4.2
Complex Type MW Type MW
B800-850 a 5653.7 P 4554.2
B800-820 5566.6 Pi 4721.4
B800-820 a 2 ud P2 4506.1
Table 4.2: Molecular weights of apoproteins from the LH2 complexes. 
MW = molecular weight in Daltons (D) & u d =  undetermined.
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Prior to investigation of the apoproteins by electrospray mass spectrometry, the B800-820 LH 
complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7750 was purified by anion-exchange chromatography and 
the pigments extracted as described in Section 2.8.1. The major and minor peaks obtained from 
the mass spectrometer are shown in Table 4.3 along with the particular apoprotein that the peak 
might represent.
Abundance MW Apoprotein
Major 4721.5 Pi
Major 4583.5 ?
Minor 4553.5 P
Minor 4744.4 ?
Minor 5599.0 ?
Table 4.3: Mass spectrometry results for the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7750.
It was difficult to account for all but the largest peak at 4721.5 D (pi). However, the presence 
of a small peak at 4553.5 D suggests that the p-apoprotein from the B800-850 LH complex was 
present in the sample. From these results, it would also appear that oti was not soluble in the 
chosen solvent.
4.2.7 Discussion
From the purification and mass spectroscopy work, it was not obvious how much B800-850 LH 
complex was present, in the sample. However, assuming that a small amount was present then 
a different purification protocol would have to be employed for future work on this complex. 
However, since the B800-820 LH complex is comprised of multiple polypeptides, of which Pi and 
p2 contain a different number of amino-acids, only a few attempts were made to purify it. Although 
the mass spectrometry results did not confirm the presence of all the documented apoproteins, any 
form of multiple polypeptide would introduce a degree of heterogeneity into the preparation which 
would be almost impossible to remove. For this reason, it was decided that work would continue 
on the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050, which was reported to consist of 
a single a- and P-apoprotein.
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4.3 The B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050
The crystallisation of the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila had not been reported pre­
viously, although several attempts had been made to crystallise it104. Work began on this complex 
after a large amount of work on Rps. cryptolactis had been completed. Therefore, the aim was to 
apply the knowledge gained from working with Rps. cryptolactis to purify this complex.
4.3.1 Cell growth
Rps. acidophila strain 7050 produces a B800-820 LH complex in response to a reduction in light 
intensity. The principles applied to the growth of this strain of bacteria were the same as those 
used for growing Rps. acidophila strain 7750 (see Sections 2.2 and 4.2.2) and only changed when 
conditions specific to producing the B800-820 LH complex were required.
After 500 ml of cells were grown at high light conditions, the bacteria were moved to a tem­
perature controlled water tank at 30°C. The light now available to the bacteria was reduced to one 
25 W incandescent light bulb, which was placed 100 cm from the cells. This produced cells which 
absorbed at ~800 and ~820 nm, suggesting that only the B800-820 LH complex was present (see 
Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: The absorption spectrum of the whole cells of Rps. acidophila strain 7050.
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4.3.2 Solubilisation
The initial condition used to solubilise the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 
7050 were the same as those used for strain 7750. However, it was later decided to solubilise at a 
higher protein concentration where OD820 was 40 cm-1 and this remained constant throughout all 
subsequent purification procedures. Hence, after two passages through the French pressure cell, 
the membranes were diluted with buffer to give an OD820 of 40 cm-1 . To this, 2% LDAO (v/v) 
was added and the resulting solution incubated at 4°C for 3 hours. Like strain 7750, when the LH2 
band was removed from the sucrose gradients, the absorption spectrum of the sample suggested 
that only the B800-820 complex was present in the cells (see Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: The absorption spectrum of the isolated LH2 band taken from the sucrose gradients.
4.3.3 Purification
4.3.3.1 Anion-exchange chromatography
The first purification method selected for the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 
7050 was anion-exchange chromatography using a Resource Q column. When the protein was 
loaded onto the column a small amount of the sample did not bind and was collected. This sample 
had absorption peaks at ~800 and ~850 nm but was denatured. Elution of the bound complex was 
subsequently achieved with an optimised salt gradient of 0 - 200 mM NaCl in 16 minutes. Initial
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fractions contained the B800-850 LH complex with subsequent fractions containing a mixture of 
the B800-850 and the B800-820 LH complexes in varying amounts and at higher salt concentra­
tions a pure B800-820 LH complex was obtained. Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 show a typical elution 
profile, a variety of the corresponding absorption spectra and comparative absorption spectra from 
the second and nineteenth fractions, respectively. For crystallisation trials, fractions with Pr >  0.93 
and Ir >  3.0 were collected and these were typically obtained from fractions 1 8 -2 1  of Figure 4.6; 
and X-ray quality crystals were obtained (see Section 4.3.4).
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Figure 4.6: A typical elution profile obtained from the Resource Q column. 
Fractions numbered 18 - 21 were generally collected  from use in crystallisation trials
4.3.3.2 Gel filtration chromatography
The behaviour of the complex on a gel filtration column was investigated and compared to the 
results obtained from working with Rps. cryptolactis.
Applying the isolated complex to the molecular sieve did not result in any separation of the
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Figure 4.8: The absorption spectra from fractions numbered 2 and 19, showing the B800-850 the 800-820 
LH complexes from Rps. acidophila strain 7050.
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B800-850 LH complex from the B800-820 LH complex. The elution profile was a symmetrical 
peak and fractions assayed over the peak gave a consistent Pr of ~0.79; suggesting that no separa­
tion of the two forms of LH2 had been achieved. The Ir of the sample did increase from around 0.8 
to 3.0 (underneath the peak), although this is a common feature when purifying LH2 complexes 
by gel filtration chromatography96 and this increase in Ir was also observed when the protein was 
purified using the anion-exchange column. Additionally, using the molecular sieve before or after 
the anion exchange column did not result in an increase in either Pr or Ir, or in any noticeable 
improvement in the crystallisation of the complex. In fact, the crystallisation of the protein was 
less successful, in terms of both crystal size and quality, when this purification step was added to 
the protocol.
This suggested that, unlike the peripheral light harvesting complexes from Rps. cryptolactis, 
these protein-detergent complexes behaved similarly when applied to a gel filtration column and 
were of comparable shape and size.
4.3.3.3 Homogeneity
Using anion exchange chromatography revealed that although the isolated complex appeared to 
consist of a single form of LH2, this was not actually true. Previous reports of work carried 
out on the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050, also appeared to assumed 
that samples contained only one type of LH complex as no reference was made which suggested 
otherwise101’16.
The reason for this was perhaps that, unlike analogous complexes from Rps. cryptolactis, in a 
sample which predominately contains the B800-820 LH complex, the presence of a small amount 
of the B800-850 LH complex cannot easily be detected by looking at the absorption spectrum. 
The Bchl a absorption maxima of the B800-820 and the B800-850 LH complexes from Rps. 
acidophila strain 7050 are found at 805 nm and 824 nm, and at 804 nm and 850 nm, respectively. 
The B820 absorption maximum is slightly red-shifted towards the maximum resulting from the 
B850 molecules and this results in the peak at 850 nm being less distinct than the corresponding 
B850 shoulder in an absorption spectrum from Rps. cryptolactis (see Section 3.2.2.1). This is 
shown in Figure 4.9 which compares an absorption spectrum of the B800-820 LH complex from
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Rps. acidophila strain 7050 with a corresponding one from Rps. cryptolactis when both samples 
contain a B800-850 LH complex “impurity”.
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Figure 4.9: The absorption spectrum of the isolated LH2 band from sucrose gradient, from both Rps. cryp­
tolactis (A) and Rps. acidophila strain 7050 (B).
4.3.4 Crystallisation
A variety of crystallisation trials were set up using the purified form of the B800-820 LH com­
plex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050 which had been previously exchanged into 1% P-octyl- 
glucopyranoside (p-OG) in Tris buffer. A list of the ranges of attempted crystallisation conditions 
are shown in Table 4.4. Again, many of the parameter changes were investigated both individually 
and simultaneously.
Several of the above conditions produced crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction studies and 
these conditions are listed in Table 4.5.
The largest crystals were obtained under the following conditions:
• After purification the protein solution was exchanged into 1% P-OG which contained 0.35 
M NaCl in buffer.
• The protein solution had a starting ODg2o of 90 cm-1 .
• Enough BA was added to make the final solution (including the KP/) contain 2.5% (w/v) 
BA.
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Parameter Units Values In steps of
Protein absorption at 820 nm cm-1 60-110 10
Precipitant: Kp, M 0.8 & 1.0 N/A
Well solution: AMS M 2.1 -2.7 0.2
Well solution: AMS PH 9.1 -9.9 0.2
Added salt: NaCl M 0.35 & 0.17 N/A
Small Amphiphile: BA %, (w/v) 2.5 N/A
Table 4.4: Range of crystallisation conditions attempted
Well solution Protein ODs2oc/n 1 KP/ (M)
2.3 M AMS pH 9.7 80 & 90 0.8 & 1.0
2.3 M AMS pH 9.5 90 1.0
2.3 M AMS pH 9.5 80 & 90 1.0
2.1 MAMS pH 9.5 80 0.8 & 1.0
2.1 MAMS pH 9.7 80 & 90 1.0
2.1 MAMS pH 9.9 90 1.0
Table 4.5: Successful crystallisation conditions.
All protein was prepared in 1% |3-OG, 0.35 M NaCl; crystallised in the presence of 2.5 % (w/v) BA and incubated at
18°C.
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• This solution was made 1.0 M KP/, from a 4 M stock solution in distilled H2 O.
• 15/d drops were equilibrated against 2.3 M AMS at pH 9.7.
Using these conditions, tabular crystals were obtained generally after 3 - 4  weeks and grew to 
a maximum size of 0.6 x 0.6 x 0.2 mm3 (see Figure 4.3.4).
Figure 4.10: A crystal of the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050.
Absorption spectra recorded from the dissolved crystals were identical to those from the puri­
fied complex, indicating that both contain the same complex assembly.
4.3.4.1 Crystallisation effects
Unlike all the other LH complexes investigated, the availability of X-ray quality crystals of Rps. 
acidophila strain 7050 meant that the effect of altering certain crystallisation parameters could 
be observed. Firstly, using an AMS solution with a pH <  9.3 produced crystals with extremely 
poorly-defined morphology i.e. the crystals edges were not well defined .
Also, all o f the crystallisation wells in which crystals grew, under went phase separation within 
four weeks of the crystals forming. This meant that it was important to synchronise crystal forma­
tion with X-ray beam time, as the crystals often drifted in to the detergent-rich phase, which was 
found to damage them. Crystals of the B800-850 LH complex fro m  Rps. acidophila strain 10050 
are optimally grown against a well solution of 2.3 M AMS at pH 9.3 and the problem of phase 
separation is seldom observed82. Apart from the pH of the well solution, the conditions used to
crystallise the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050 are very similar to those
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used to crystallise the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050 (see Sections 3.1 
and 4.3.4, respectively). Consequently, it appears that crystallising the complex against a higher 
pH has effected the phase transition state of the system.
It was also noticed that phase separation was induced more quickly when attempting to crys­
tallise the complex at temperatures lower that 18°C. This effect was also observed when the tem­
perature was changed during the incubation period and hence it was found necessary to leave the 
trays undisturbed throughout the crystal growth period.
4.3.5 Mass spectrometry
The molecular weights of the apoproteins (as calculated from the primary sequences) for the B800- 
820 and the B800-850 LH complexes for this strain of bacteria are shown in Table 4.6.
Complex Type MW Type MW
B800-820 a 5545.6 P 4725.4
B800-850 a 5655.7 P 5278.0
Table 4.6: Molecular weights of apoproteins from the LH2 complexes.
MW = molecular weight in Daltons (D)
The molecular weights and populations of the apoproteins from the purified B800-820 LH 
complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050 were analysed by mass spectrometry, essentially to 
monitor any cross contamination of the B800-850 LH complex. Two different samples were pre­
pared for analysis and before the apoproteins were isolated, an absorption spectrum of both intact 
complexes was taken and the calculated Pr was 0.98 for sample A and 0.94 for sample B (see be­
low). Mass spectrometry was carried out using a MALDI mass spectrophotometer at the Proteome 
facility, University of Aberdeen and the results are shown in Table 4.7.
Neither samples gave peaks which corresponded to the a-apoprotein from the B800-820 LH 
complex. This was also observed for the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7750 
and is thought to be a result of these proteins being insoluble in the chosen solvent. However, 
these results showed that sample B contained a certain amount of the B800-850 LH complex; 
shown by the peak at 5277.3 D (although this peak was minor in comparison to the other observed
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Sample MW Apoprotein
A 4725.4 P (B800-820)
B 4725.4 P (B800-820)
B 5277.3 P (B800-850)
Table 4.7: Mass spectrometry results for the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050.
peak). Sample B also had a lower value of Pr than sample A and this suggests that along with 
the purity ratio, routine use of mass spectrometry would be an effective means of monitoring the 
purity of crystallisation samples. Mass spectrometry also revealed that unlike the other complexes 
used throughout the project, the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050 did not 
contain various apoprotein contaminants.
4.3.6 Discussion
Crystallisation of the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050 has shown the 
importance of an adequate purification protocol when attempting to crystallise membrane pro­
teins. The major problem encountered when working with this species of bacteria was not how 
to remove the impurity but recognising that the impurity existed. Once this was achieved the 
experience gained from working with Rps. cryptolactis made the purification process somewhat 
straightforward.
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5. STRUCTURE DETERMINATION
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the structure solution process for the B800-820 light-harvesting complex 
from Rps. acidophila strain 7050. As a result of the limited availability and reproducibility of 
crystals, all X-ray diffraction data were collected on beamline 9.6 at the Daresbury Laboratory 
Synchrotron Radiation Source using a MAR Research imaging-plate system. The majority of 
the programs used during structure determination were from the CCP4 suite108, although certain 
others are mentioned and are referenced individually.
5.2 Crystal handling
Initial attempts at data collection used a crystal mounted in a thin-walled quartz glass capillary 
tube, at room temperature. A crystal taken from the crystallisation drop without further treatment 
showed diffraction to no better than 7 A resolution. However, removing the crystal from the drop 
and steeping in artificial mother liquor (AML) for approximately one minute before mounting 
resulted in diffraction to around 3.5 A. After collecting two or three frames, the resolution limit of 
the data decreased, implying that the crystals were susceptible to radiation damage. Cryoprotectant 
was slowly introduced into a crystal, which had been previously steeped in AML, by a serial 
dilution of 1/j1 every 5 minutes for 30 minutes. This crystal was loop mounted and flash-cooled to 
100K using an Oxford Cryosystems Cryostream and showed diffraction to around 3.3 A resolution, 
allowing a native data set to be collected.
Subsequently, a 2.8 A data set was collected at 100K from a crystals which had been exposed
to cryoprotectant by dialysis. Diffraction was also observed to around 2.4 A but the data was not
collected as the crystal was not single. The 2.4 A diffraction data appeared to have a lower mosaic
spread and diffuse scatter than the previously collected data. This reduction in the mosaic spread
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was assumed to be a result of the decreased time taken to remove the crystal from the cryoprotec­
tant and placing it in the cold air stream i.e. by freezing the crystal quicker. A comparison of the
3.3 and the 2.4 A diffraction patterns are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
5.3 Data Collection and processing
2.8A and 3.3A native data sets were collected from two different crystals as described previously. 
All data were collected with a X- rays with a wavelength of 0.87 A, processed using d e n z o 109- 110 
and scaled with SCALEPACK109. Data were indexed with DENZO, and showed that the crystals 
belonged to space group R32 with hexagonal cell dimensions a = 117.20 A, c = 295.14 A. Identical 
space group and very similar unit cell were observed for crystals of the B800-850 LH complex 
from Rps. acidophila strain 100501.
For the 2.8 A diffraction data, both a high and a low resolution data set (4.4 A) were collected 
from a single crystal. This was necessary as the Tadiation dosage required to collect the high 
resolution data resulted in the low resolution spots being saturated on the image plate. These data 
sets were later merged and every measurement from each dataset was used as input to scaling. 
Statistics for the various data sets are given in Table 5.1.
The 3.3 A data were used until a structure solution was obtained, by which time the merged 2.8 
A data set had been collected. This data was then used in subsequent refinement procedures. The 
2.8 A data are somewhat anisotropic which results in the high R-factor in the highest resolution 
shell.
Scaled data were reduced using a series of programs from the CCP4 software suite in order:
•  r o t a p r e p : Used to convert sc a l e pa c k  output to MTZ format, suitable for input into the 
CCP4 suite.
•  SORTMTZ: Sorts the MTZ file so that all equivalent indices are adjacent.
•  TRUNCATE111: Converts the intensities to amplitudes, calculates a Wilson plot112 and puts 
the data on an absolute scale.
•  u n iq u e : Generates a list of unique reflections, regardless of whether data has been mea-
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Figure 5.1: A representative exam ple o f a 3.3 A diffraction pattern
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Figure 5.2: A representative example of a 2.4 A  diffraction pattern. 
Here the pattern has a low er m osaic spread and lower diffuse scatter
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Data set 3.3 A 2.8 A 4.4 A Merged (2.8 A and 4.4 A)
Detector Mar 30 cm Mar 30 cm Mar 30 cm N/A
Resolution (A) 12.5 - 3.3 23.0 - 2.8 50.0 - 4.4 50.0 - 2.8
High Res. (A) 3.36 - 3.30 2.85 - 2.8 4.48 - 4.4 2.85 - 2.8
Osc. Rng. (°) 1.0 0.5 2.0 N/A
Comp. 87.0% 99.0% 99.3% 99.5%
Comp. HR 75.6% 97.8% 98.4% 99.2%
Mult. 3.3 3.2 3.4 3.7
Ref. 12070 19561 5194 19611
R merge 6.8% 7.9% 5.1% 6.5%
Rmerge HR 14.0% 51.7% 6.5% 57.0%
a<r> > 3 91.0% 64.5% 73.6% 67.6%
a</> «R* 5.7 - - 1.3
Table 5.1: Statistics for collected and merged data sets. 
All data were collected using X-rays with a wavelength of 0.87 A.
High Res = Highest resolution data shell.
Osc. Rng. = Oscillation range of image in degrees.
Comp. = Overall completeness of data.
Comp. HR = Completeness of data in the highest resolution shell.
Mult. = Overall multiplicity of data.
N. Ref. = Total number of unique reflections measured.
Emerge- Defined as Rmerge — 1(h)  ^’ w e^re is mean intensity
Rmerge HR = Rmerge in the highest resolution shell.
>  3 = Overall data with greater than 3.
HR >  3 = in the highest resolution shell.
'These values were obtained by Dr. Stephen Prince using the program MOSFLM.
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sured for them.
•  f r e eR f l a g : Tags a randomly chosen percentage o f reflections for cross validation pur­
poses.
If it is assumed that all atoms scatter equally and that there is a random distribution of atoms 
throughout the unit cell, a Wison plot can be calculated and from this plot the temperature factor 
(B) of the atoms can be estimated, where B is related to the mean-square amplitude (m2) of atomic 
vibration by:
B = Sn2u2 (5.1)
The Wilson plots generated by TRUNCATE gave B estimates (slope = -2B) of 88 A2 and 61 A2 
for the original (3.3 A) and the new (2.8 A) data set, respectively (see Figure 5.3 for an example). 
The high B factors are attributed to disorder in the crystal, which is also observed in crystals of the 
B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050100 and is thought to be a consequence 
of the high solvent content (~72% 1) and the bound detergent molecules.
,2sin
V-
Figure 5.3: The Wilson plot obtained for the merged data set. 
Data used in the resolution range 4.0 - 3.3 A.
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5.4 Patterson solution
A native Patterson map was calculated from the 3.3 A diffraction data and was compared to a sim­
ilar map calculated using corresponding data from the B800-850 complex from Rps. acidophila 
strain 1005096, using the program OVERLAPMAP. Both maps were calculated from data in the 
resolution range of 12.5 to 3.3A and the w = 0 Harker section of each map is shown in Figures 5.4 
and 5.5. The comparison gave an overall correlation coefficient of 77% rising to 95% at the Harker 
section w = 0, indicating that the two complexes are very nearly isostructural.
5 .5 M olecular Replacemen t
The structure was solved by the Molecular Replacement (MR) method using the program AMoRe113 
The search model consisted of the apoproteins of the asymmetric unit of the B800-850 LH com­
plex from Rps. acidophila strain 100501; with the pigment moieties removed. The a- and 13- 
apoproteins of the two complexes are 68 and 71% identical (Figures 5.6 and 5.7), and in the 
search model the residues which differed had their C[3 positions removed.
Using data over the whole resolution range, from 12.5 A to 3.3 A, failed to provide a solu­
tion. However, reducing the resolution range to include only data from 10 A to 4 A provided 
clear solutions. The calculated rotation function showed two equivalent solutions, with correla­
tion coefficients only marginally greater than the next highest rotation function peaks (Figure 5.8). 
However, a translation search and subsequent rigid body refinement provided two equivalent so­
lutions that were significantly better than any others both in terms of correlation coefficient and 
R-factor114 (Figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12).
After rigid body refinement, the model solution had favourable crystal contacts; a correlation 
coefficient of 50.4% and a R-factor of 43.4%, at 4 A resolution. The search model was transformed 
by the output orientation matrix given by AMoRe using the program LSQKAB115. The position 
in the cell of the model with respect to the search model corresponded to zero rotation and a 
translation (dx, dy dz) of -0.3lA -0.05A -0.38A, with respect to the orthonormal cell axes. This 
solution was used to phase the initial electron density maps. This density was compared with 
the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050. From these initial maps the most
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Native Patterson maps: Harker section w = 0
— > Y
Figure 5.4: B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila  strain 7050
 > Y
Figure 5.5: B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila  strain 10050
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Figure 5.6: A comparison of the a-apoproteins from the two complexes 
Differing residues are highlighted in white
1 0  2 0  3 0  4 0
7 0 5 0 / 1 - 4 2
1 0 0 5 0 / 1 - 4 2  - A T W h s H H y I H I H H g l I l v I I ^ I s a I H I
Figure 5.7: A comparison of the (3-apoproteins from the two complexes 
Differing residues are highlighted in white
pronounced difference between the structures was a positional shift of the ocB820 phytyl chain 
with respect to the aB 850 phytyl chain (See Figure 5.13).
5 .6  P hase im p ro v e m e n t
Before phase improvement, initial rigid body refinement was implemented using the program 
r e s t r a i n 116 with the a -  and (3-apoproteins and the pigments chosen as rigid bodies. The overall 
structure has three-fold non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS), with a 360/9° rotation axix which 
is co-axial with the crystallographic three-fold and after the initial refinement the NCS matrices 
were calculated with LSQKAB. To remove some of the model bias and improve the map, the phase 
set was improved using solvent flattening, histogram matching117’ 118 and NCS averaging. All 
phase improvement procedures were undertaken with the program D M 119. The mask was derived 
with the program NCSMASK, using a sphere radius of 3.0A around all the atoms from an a ,  (3 
pair of apoproteins with the associated Bacteriochlorophyll a (Bchl a ) molecules (B800, aB 820 
& (3B820). This mask gave an estimated solvent content of 55%. Phase improvement resulted 
in an improved map with an R f ree of 26%, NCS correlation between the three equivalent density 
regions of 0.95, and a mean figure of merit of 0.84 for the phase set. Representative examples of
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Figure 5.8: Rotation function solutions
Solutions 1 and 2 have correlation coefficients which are only marginally greater than the next best solutions.
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Figure 5.9: Translation function solutions
Solution num ber
Figure 5.10: Translation function solutions
Solutions 1 and 2 now have greater correlation coefficients and sm aller R-factors than the other solutions.
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Figure 5.11: Rigid-body fitted solutions
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Figure 5.12: Rigid-body fitted solutions
Again, it can be seen that solutions 1 and 2 are significantly better than the other solutions.
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Figure 5.13: A section of the original 2fo-fc MR map, showing a shift in the aB820 phytyl chain.
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the phase-improved maps are shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15.
5.6.1 PROTIN dictionaries
After initial rigid body refinement with RESTRAIN, refinement was continued with the program 
REFMAC120, where geometric restraints are defined using PROTIN. The use of REFMAC required 
p r o t in  dictionaries to be created for the pigment molecules Bchl a and the carotenoid rhodopinal 
glucoside. The molecules were built by selecting, from the Cambridge Structural Database121 
(CSD), high resolution (> lA) structures and parts of structures that corresponded to sections of 
the pigment molecules. The major structural fragment used in the model of bacteriochlorophyll a 
was a derivative of a molecule called methyl bacteriopheophorbide a 122, with the main part of the 
phytyl chain being taken from the crystal structure of a phytyl-hydraquinone123. The backbone of 
the carotenoid was constructed from the crystal structure of p-carotene124 and the glucoside head 
group was taken from the structure of a molecule of p-octyl glucopyranoside125. The remaining 
part of the structures were taken from molecules in the database which contained the required 
fragments.
Fractional co-ordinates were obtained from the CSD and COORDCONV was used convert these 
to orthogonal co-ordinates in PDB (Protein Data Bank) format, l s q k a b  was used to map struc­
tural fragments onto the model and the stereochemistry was manually refined using O 126. After 
the assembly of the complete, molecules the p r o t in  dictionary was created using m a k e d i c t . 
For this 5 planar groups were defined for the Bchl a: 4 for the porphyrin head group and another 
at the top of the phytyl chain. For the highly conjugated carotenoid molecule, a total of 12 over­
lapping planar groups were defined. These dictionary entries were added to the standard p r o t in  
dictionaries for use in refinement.
5.7 Refinement
The data now described are the 2.8A merged data set. From the data a Free-R set127-128 of re­
flections was excluded to validate the significance of individual steps throughout the refinement 
process. For this and all subsequent refinement procedures 5 % of of the reflections were omitted
from the working set. The rigid body refinement resulted in a total R.M.S. shift of 0.19 Afor the
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Figure 5.14: A section of the phase improved MR map showing the electron density around the carotenoid, 
rhodopinal glucoside.
Figure 5.15: The phase improved MR map showing the electron density around a section of the a- 
apoprotein coordinating to aB820 through a histidine residue.
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input co-ordinates and a Rf  and Rf ree, of 42.85 % and 43.22 %, respectively where,
R f  or reliability index is defined as
„  'L u x m h ) \ - \F c ( h ) \ \
R f u x \ F . m —  ( }
and the Free R-factor (Rf ree) is defined as
5 W I |f » ( A ) |- |^ W I I
Rfree -  i ^ \ m \—  (5-3)
where F0(h) and Fc(h) are observed and calculated structure factors, respectively. X  represents the “Free R set” 
excluded from refinement calculations.
Refinement used all available data; this is questionable by conventional methodology as the 
Emerge (Equation 5.1) in the highest resolution shell was 57%. However, REFMAC assigns weights 
to individual reflections based on their standard deviations which allows the weaker reflections 
to be included in the refinement procedure. Minimisation was by the sparse matrix method us­
ing the “-loglikelihood” residual. Individual isotropic B factor refinement was implemented for 
all atoms and F0 and Fc scaled anisotropically. Tight NCS restraints were applied throughout re­
finement to the main and side chains of the NCS related a- and (3-apoproteins and to the related 
pigments. Relaxing these restaints resulted in an increase in Rf ree and so strict NCS constraints 
were maintained. The current R f  and R /ree are 25.3 and 29.0% respectively. In the latter stages of 
refinement, the resolution was cut back to 3.0A, where the Rmerge is 38 % and this resulted in R/  
and R free of 24.8 and 28.6%, respectively.
At the end of each refinement cycle, electron density maps were calculated from the co­
efficients output by refmac using fft. Individual refinement stages were interspersed with man­
ual rebuilding using the program O126.
The crystal asymmetric unit contains three protomers, each of which consists of an a - and a
|3-apoprotein, two B820 and a B800 molecule and a carotenoid. The electron density map allows
a tracing of residues 1-47 of the a-apoprotein, most of the p-apoprotein and all of the pigment
molecules. Exceptions to this are residues 41 and 42 of the P-apoprotein, where the side chains
have been removed as there is no density present for them. Electron density for the carotenoid
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head group is also missing and these atoms have been excluded from refinement. In the crystal 
structure of the B800-850 LH complex, an area of density is attributed to the presence of the 
detergent molecule P-octylglucoside1 or a partial carotenoid48. Density is not present at a similar 
position in the electron density maps of the B800-820 LH complex although there are areas of 
density for which density has still to be assigned. Thirty-two water molecules were positioned 
using the X-SOLVATE feature in QUANTA.
The accuracy of the structure was checked using the validation program PROCHECK129. The 
RMS deviations of the model from the target geometries are 0.02A for the bond lengths and 3.83° 
for the bond angles. A Ramachandran130 plot for the structure is shown in Figure 5.16, showing 
that the majority of the protein is helical and that 93.0% of residues lie in the most favourable 
regions.
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Ramachandran Plot
B800-820
Plo t  stat ist ics
R esid u es  in m osi favoured reg ions [A ,B ,L ] 217 93 .9%
R esid u es  in addilional allow ed  reg ions [a ,b .I.pl 14 6.1%
R esidues  in generously  allow ed  reg ions [—a,—h,~ l.~p] 0  0 .0%
R esidues  in d isallow ed  reg ions 0  0 .0%
N u m b er o f  n on-g lycine  and  n o n -p ro lin e  residues 231 100.1
N u m b er o f  cnd-rcsidues (cxel. G ly and Pro) 9
N u m b er o f  g lycine residues (show n  as triang les) 15
N u m b er o f  p ro line  residues 12
T o ta l n u m ber o f  residues 267
B ased on an analysis o f  1 18 structures o f  reso lu tion  o f  at least 2 .0  A ngstrom s 
and R -facto r no g reater than  20% , a good  quality  m odel w ould  be expected  
to  have  o v e r 90%  in the m ost favoured  regions.
Phi (degrees)
Figure 5.16: Ramachandran plot
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6. D ISC U SSIO N
6.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the structure of the B 800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050 
and compares it to the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 100501. An overall 
comparison of the two structures is given and possible structural reasons for the spectroscopic 
differences between the two complexes are also discussed. A comparison of the a -  and the 13- 
apoproteins from the two complexes and their proposed membrane spanning regions17 is shown 
in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. In order to keep the numbering consistent for the chains in both complexes 
the residues in the (3 chain of the B800-820 LH complex are numbered 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ... etc.
B 8 0 0 - 8 5 0 / 1 - 5 3  
B 8 0 0 - 8 2 0 / 1 - 5 3 1
Figure 6.1: A comparison of the primary sequence of the a-apoproteins. 
The conserved residues are shaded and the membrane spanning region is outlined.
S HTV IBI F PBY
B 8 0 0 - 8 5 0 / 1  - 4 1  -AT| 
B 8 0 0 - 8 2 0 / 0 - 4 2 A E
j M  m  I h H l E v H |
10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Figure 6.2: A comparison of the primary sequence of the (3-apoproteins.
The numbering scheme used to describe the pigments is shown in Figure 6.3 and throughout 
this chapter the two complexes will be simply referred to as the “B 800-850 LH com plex” and the 
“B800-820 LH complex”.
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132
H COOCH
(b) Phytyl=(2E)-(7R, 11 /?)-3,7,11,15-tetramethyl-2-hexadecenyi:
10 14
CM4
CM6 CM8
Figure 6.3: Structure of (a) Bchl a, (b) the phytyl chain and (c) the carotenoid from the B800-850 LH 
complex, rhodopin glucoside.
The carbon numbering and ring labelling for Bchl a is that approved by IUPAC-IUB.131 
The carotenoid of the B800-820 LH complex has and additional acetyl group at position CM5, labelled OA1.
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6.2 The overall assembly
Like the B800-850 LH complex, the minimal unit of the B800-820 LH complex consists of two 
apoproteins (a  and p), three bacteriochlorophyll a (Bchl a) molecules (ocB820, pB820 and B800) 
and a carotenoid (rhodopinal glucoside (RpalG)). The topology of both complexes is identical and 
the relative positions of the pigment moieties, with respect to the apoproteins are very similar.
The apoproteins in the asymmetric unit of the B800-820 LH complex were overlaid with those 
in the B800-850 LH complex using l s q k a b 108. A second transformation, which mapped the 
pigments of the overlaid B800-820 LH complex onto the pigments in the B800-850 LH complex 
was also determined. This allowed the rms shifts of the centres of mass of analogous pigment 
molecules to be calculated e.g. (XB820 with aB850, and the results are shown in Table 6.1.
Pigment <xB820 pB820 B800 RpalG
rms dev. (A) 0.43 0.72 0.24 0.44
Table 6.1: Rms deviation of the pigment positions in the B800-820 LH complex when compared to those 
in the B800-850 LH complex.
rms. dev = rms (root mean square) deviation
Equivalent structural elements in the two complexes were also compared by calculating the 
rms deviation of their coordinate positions using LSQKAB. The rms deviations of the coordinates 
of the pigments and, of the C a positions of the apoproteins are shown in Table 6.2.
Section a P aB820 PB820 B800 RpalG
rms dev. (A) 0.39 0.48 1.74 1.43 1.00 0.66
Table 6.2: Rms deviation of the coordinates of individual structural elements in the B 800-820 LH complex 
when compared to those in the B800-850 LH complex.
These results demonstrate that the positions of the B800 and the carotenoid molecules in the 
two LH complexes are more similar than those of the B850 molecules.
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6.2.1 The nonameric arrangement
The nonameric arrangement of the B800-820 LH complex is almost identical to that seen in the 
B800-850 LH complex1 and shall only be described briefly. Like the B800-850 LH complex, the 
a  and (3 apoproteins in the B800-820 LH complex each form transmembrane helices which are 
arranged with almost exact nine-fold symmetry in two concentric circles. The nine a-apoproteins 
form an inner ring with an outer ring formed by the p-apoproteins. Eighteen B820 molecules, nine 
B800 molecules and nine carotenoid molecules are located within these two protein cylinders.
The B820 molecules form a overlapping ring which is sandwiched between the apoproteins 
approximately 10 A from the presumed periplasmic membrane surface1, with their bacteriochlorin 
plane lying perpendicular to the membrane surface. The B800 molecules are located further into 
the membrane and are situated between adjacent p-apoproteins with the bacteriochlorin plane 
lying parallel to the plane of the membrane. The carotenoid molecules span the depth of the entire 
complex. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 illustrate the entire assembly of the B800-820 LH complex which is 
almost identical (from this view) to the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050 
(see Section 1.5).
6.2.2 Protein-protein contacts
Hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) between the apoproteins in the B800-850 LH complex were (unex­
pectedly) only found within extramembranous regions. Within the membrane spanning region, 
protein-pigment and pigment-pigment interactions were found to be dominant. The protein- 
protein H-bonds are thought govern the oligomeric state and hence (play a part in) the overall 
formation of the complex48. These H-bonds are summarised in Table 6.3 and a comparison of the 
H-bonding between apoproteins in the B800-820 LH complex is shown in Table 6.4. Amino-acid 
types and symbols are given in Appendix C.
From these tables, the differences found between the HI bonds are a result of a singe compli­
mentary change in the amino sequences of the (3-apoprotein. In the B800-850 LH complex Ser (38 
becomes an Ala residue, and it is this change which prevents the B800-820 LH complex forming 
a H-bond described analogous to that for the B800-850 LH complex. However, a complimentary
change is observed at position 5 on the same apoprotein: a residue which exists as Ala in the
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Figure 6.4: The B800-820 LH complex viewed from above the membrane surface.
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Figure 6.5: The B 800-820 LH complex viewed perpendicular to the membrane surface.
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Bond no. Residue Atom Residue Atom Distance (A)
HI Gly cx4 O Ser {38 OG 2.58
H2 Trp oc7 0 Leu P3 N 2.99
H3 Thr oc39 N Gin (+)a46 OE1 2.65
H4 Trp a40 NE1 Trp (+)a45 0 2.81
H5 Tyr a44 OH Trp (+)(539 NE1 3.22
Table 6.3: Hydrogen bonding between the apoproteins of the B800-850 LH complex. 
(+) and (-) indicate proceeding/preceding protein chain anticlockwise around the membrane normal.
Data taken from Prince et al. 97
Bond no. Residue Atom Residue Atom Distance (A)
HI Lys a5 NZ Serp5 OG 2.81
H2 Trp 0.1 0 Leu P3 N 2.88
H3 Thr a39 N Gin (+) a46 OE1 2.93
H4 Trp a40 NE1 Leu (+) a45 O 3.02
H5 fMet a l or His pl2 ND1 2.92
Table 6.4: Hydrogen bonding between the apoproteins of the B 800-820 LH complex. 
(+) indicates the proceeding protein chain anticlockwise around the membrane normal.
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B800-850 LH complex is present as Ser in the B800-820 LH complex (see Figure 6.6).
5 8
Figure 6.6: The N-termini of the P-apoproteins highlighting a complimentary change in residues at posi­
tions 5 and 8.
It is this residue which forms a H-bond HI with Lys a5  resulting in HI of the B 800-820 LH 
complex. The reason for the difference in the H-bonding pattern at the N-terminal end of the 
complexes is unclear. However, Ala p5 of the B 800 850 LH complex is reported to insert into the 
hydrophobic section of the membrane, along with the alternate residues Leu p3 and Ala p i  *. This 
is not the case for the B800-820 LH complex, where the corresponding residues Ser, Glu and Leu, 
respectively. The P-chain of the B 800-820 LH complex is one residue longer than the analogous 
chain in the B 800-850 LH complex and in this complex the hydrophobic residues Ala P0, Val 
P2 and Leu P3 are instead inserted into the membrane. It appears that p5 in the B 800-820 LH 
complex is not required to insert into the membrane because of the extra residue and is therefore 
used to form a H-bond with an adjacent apoprotein.
Bonds H2 and H3 are found between identical residues in both complexes and for the form a­
tion of H4 the residues at position 45 on the a-apoprotein are different. However, the H4 bonds 
themselves are very similar because they are formed between NE1 of Trp a4 0  to the main chain 
oxygen on oc45.
H-bond H5 in the B 800-850 LH complex is absent in the B 800-820 LH complex and no 
analogous bond was found in this region of the structure. This bond is broken because Tyr a4 4  
is replaced by Phe a44 , removing the OH group which was involved in bonding. However, an 
extra H-bond was found at through the C-terminal oxygen of the a-apoprotein of the B 800-820 
LH complex and although this bond was not reported for the B 800-850 LH complex, the residue 
which contribute to this bond are identical and their positions very similar. Consequently, this 
bond would also be expected in the B800-850 LH complex.
In the B 800-850 LH complex residues Tyr a4 4  and Trp a45  (involved in H-bonds no. 4
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and 5) are also involved in B850 coordination and are thought to be important in regulating the 
spectroscopic properties of the complexes (see Section 6.4.2). Therefore, the change in residue 
type at the N-terminal end of the complex appears to be functional rather than structural, whereas 
the changes observed at the C-termini of the complexes are slightly more difficult to account for.
6 .3  T h e in d iv id u a l p r o to m e r
The crystallographic asymmetric unit comprises one third of the entire complex and contains 
three individual protomer units. Each protomer unit can be described as the unique portion of 
the molecule upon which the application of three-fold non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS) gen­
erates the asymmetric unit. Application of the crystallographic three-fold to the asymmetric unit 
then generates entire nonamer. Figure 6.7 shows the nonameric assembly with the asymmetric 
unit highlighted.
Figure 6 .7; The highlighted asymmetric unit o f the entire nonomer. 
Diagram courtesy o f  Dr. Stephen Prince
Each protomer unit consists of an a- and a P-apoprotein, two B820 molecules, one B800 
molecule and the carotenoid rhodopinal glucoside. The choice of protomer is arbitrary and is not
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in any way correlated to the photosynthetic function of the molecule. Overlaying the apoproteins 
from the B800-820 complex with those from the B800-850 LH complex gives an idea of the 
structural similarity between the two protomers (see Figure 6.8).
The most obvious difference between the two protomers is the shift in the aB820 phytyl chain 
and this is discussed in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.1 The protomer apoproteins
As described previously, the principal structure in both the a- and p-apoproteins is a long a- 
helical domain, which is assumed to span the cell membrane17. The helical components of both 
apoproteins from the B800-820 LH complex are summarised in Table 6.5 and a comparative table 
showing the helices from the B800-850 LH complex is shown in Table 6.6.
Helix no. Residues Helix Type Length (A) Sequence
1 a6 - a9 a 6.70 IWTV
2 a l2  - a36 a 37.28 PAFGLPLMLGA VAIT ALLVHAAVLT
3 a40 - oc46 a 10.54 WYAAFLQ
4 P6 - P37 a 46.80 SEQAEELHKHVIDGTRVFLVIAAIAHFLAFTL
Table 6.5: Helical components of the a  and P (Helix 4) apoproteins from the B800-820 LH complex. 
The residues conserved in both complexes are highlighted 
Secondary structural elements generated by PROMOTIF.7-72
Helix no. Residues Helix Type Length (A) Sequence
1 a4 - a8 3io 10.04 GKIWT
2 a l2  - a36 a 37.21 PAIGIPALLGSVTVIAILVHLAILS
3 a40 - oc46 a 10.38 WFPAYWQ
4 p6 - p37 a 47.02 AEQSEELHKYVEDGTRVFLGLALVAHFLAFSA
Table 6.6: Helical components o f the a- and (5- (Helix 4) apoproteins from the B800-850 LH complex.
Data taken from McDermott 97 .^
The a - and P-apoproteins from the B800-820 LH complex adopt an almost identical con­
formation to the apoproteins from the B800-850 LH complex (see Figure 6.8) and the structural
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the protomer of the B800-820 LH complex with that of the B800-850 LH com­
plex.
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similarity can be attributed to similarity in the primary sequences of analogous apoproteins. On 
the (3-subunit of both complexes, the N-terminal end of the helical domain is stabilised by an in­
teraction between PThr4 and pGlu7 and this helix ends when it is disrupted at the C-terminus by 
the sole proline (in both sequences): pPro38.
The secondary structure elements of the a-apoproteins are slightly more difficult to define. 
The first ten residues at the N-terminal end of the a-apoproteins are identical in both complexes. 
Nevertheless, differences were predicted for the secondary structure and position of the short N- 
terminal helix. However, very little difference in the conformation or H-bonding pattern of the 
two helices can be seen.
The H-bonding pattern between residues a3 and alO  is characteristic of a 3io helix, in both 
complexes (see Table 6.7).
B800-850 B800-820
Gln3 O -» Ile6 N Gln3 O -> Ile6 N
Gly4 O -> Thr7N Gly4 O —> -
Lys5 O Thr8 N Lys5 O -4 Thr8 N
Ile6 O Val9N& VallON Ile6 O Val9N& VallON
Table 6.7: Hydrogen bonding within the first 10 residues of the a-apoproteins.
The only difference found between the internal H-bonding patterns was the absence of a H- 
bond from Gly4 O to Thr7 N in the B800-850 LH complex. The reason for this change was 
that Gly4 moves away from Thr7 N (by ~1.3 A) to form a H-bond with the Ser residue found 
at p8 in the B800-820 LH complex (see Section 6.2.2). However, these residues do remain in an 
orientation suitable for H-bond formation, although the distance between them increases to ~4.3 
A. The (J) and \|/ angles for each individual residue were also measured and the results are shown 
in Table 6.8.
From these angles, the only significant differences occur in the \|/ angles of Gly4 and the <j) 
angles of Lys5. The pitch of these helices was calculated to be 6.6 in the B800-850 LH complex96 
and 5.8 in the B800-820 LH complex. All three programs, p r o m o t if132, p r o c h e c k 129 and 
w h a t if , predicted the same differences in secondary structure for the a-subunits although and
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LH complex B800-850 B800-820
Residue ♦ ¥ ♦ ¥
Gly3 -109.4 20.4 -122 23.2
Gly4 -51.8 -20.9 -44.8 -40.8
Lys5 -90.9 11.7 -59.9 -10.2
Ile6 -64.0 -33.1 -48.5 -36.8
Trp7 -73.5 6.6 -76.1 -0.5
Thr8 -91.5 -22.4 -96.2 -13.7
Val9 -106.5 -31.6 -101.9 -30.8
VallO -108.9 124.1 -120.8 130.2
Table 6.8: The <|> and \|/ angles of the fist ten residues of the a-apoproteins.
all three use the DSSP alogorithm133. It is difficult to define exactly why the helices appear to be 
similar and yet are predicted differently. However, the change in the H-bonding and consequently 
in the (J) and \|/ angles of residues 3 and 4, respectively, appears to give the helix in the B800-820 a 
less tightly packed arrangement, which may account for it being defined as an a- over a 3io helix 
even though the H-bonding is characteristic of the latter.
6.3.2 The carotenoid
The carotenoid composition for Rps. acidophila strain 7050 grown at high and low light intensities 
has been determined previously101 (Table 6.9).
Light intensity RalG RolG RpG Ral R SP AHRV LY
High light - - 34.3 - 37.1 2.4 3.9 22.0
Low light 61.2 6.7 1.2 4.7 10.1 1.7 1.7 9.2
Table 6.9: Percentage carotenoid composition for Rps. acidophila strain 7050 
Figures taken from Gardiner 1992^
The major carotenoid found in the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050 is 
therefore rhodopinal glucoside (RpalG) which is an oxidised form of rhodopin glucoside (RpG), 
the carotenoid in the B800-850 LH complex.
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Energy transfer from RpalG to the B820 molecules occurs in around 3 pico seconds1341 (ps), 
whereas the equivalent transfer in the B800-850 LH complex takes approximately 6 ps 19. The 
energy transfer mechanism involving carotenoids is one of the least understood energy processes 
within photosynthetic systems although an increasing number of articles which relate to this topic 
are now being produced2^135. The absorption spectrum of RpalG is red-shifted with respect to the 
absorption spectrum of RpG2 and this, along with closer contact between carotenoid and B820 
molecules (as opposed to B850 molecules), was thought to be responsible for the increased speed 
of transfer between the two sets o f pigments.
Despite the slight structural difference in RpalG and RpG, both chromophores adopt an almost 
identical conformation within the LH complexes (see Figure 6.9).
Figure 6.9: The carotenoid from the B800-820 (purple) and the B800-850 LH complexes.
In both structures, the glucoside head group is disordered, despite making a number of contacts 
within H-bonding distance of charged residues on adjacent helices, which are the only strong
1 one pico second = 10“ 12 seconds
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(<  2.6 A )  H-bonds to the carotenoid molecule in either structure. There was also slight ambiguity 
in the positioning of the keto group of RpalG which is documented to be on position C l3 of the 
m olecule136. However, density in the region of C l8 suggests that this is also a potential position for 
this group. There are no possible H-bond contacts (from adjacent apoproteins), at either position 
which would a imply preference. Unlike the B800-850 LH complex there was no density found 
for the presence of a detergent molecule or a partial carotenoid.
The only difference observed between the two carotenoids was in the positioning of the residues 
from  C13 to C26, where RpalG deviates from the route taken by RpG by ~1 A . Comparing the 
two LH complexes, this shift repositions the carotenoid in the B 800-820 LH complex 0.5 A  
closer to the bacteriochlorin ring of (3B820 from positions C20 to C26 (see Figure 6.10).
Figure 6.10: The 0.5 A shift in the positions of the carotenoids, from position C20.
RpalG : Purple; RpG : Yellow
This shift also appears to move the carotenoid slightly closer to the bacteriochlorin head group 
of the aB 850 molecule on the proceeding protomer, although this shift is smaller and consequently 
more difficult to quantify. The movement in the carotenoid position appears to be correlated to a 
larger shift observed in the phytyl chain of the proceeding aB 850 molecule (see Figure 6.11) (the 
difference in the phytyl chains can also be seen in Figure 6.8).
Here the carbon at position 8 (C8) on ctB820 has moved ~ 8  A  towards the carotenoid molecules,
when compared to the corresponding phytyl chain of otB850. If  RpalG had remained in the same
position as RpG, the CM6 methyl group would only have been around 1.8 A  away from the methyl
group at position C l 1 on the ctB820 molecule. Therefore, the carotenoid has presumably moved
to avoid an adverse steric interaction. This would also have been observed for the methyl groups
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Figure 6.11: Position C8 of the otB820 has moved ~8  A  closer to the carotenoid molecules thanaB850.
aB820 : Purple; aB850 : Yellow
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at positions CM7 of RpalG and C7 of ocB820, where the resulting distance would have been 2.0 
A. For the new position of RpalG the distances between these two sets of methyl groups are 3.6 
and 3.3 A, respectively.
The increased speed of energy transfer between the carotenoid and Bchl a molecules was 
attributed to closer contacts between the two sets of pigments, although it is not obvious from the 
structure (at current resolution) if closer contacts to the bacteriochlorin rings play a part in this.
6.3.3 The phytyl chains
In the B800-850 LH complex the phytyl chains of the Bchl a molecules were found to act as 
an “unexpected alignment tool” with respect to correctly orientating their transition dipoles for 
energy transfer131. This section briefly describes the differences observed in the positions and 
conformations of the phytyl chains from each of the three populations of Bchl a molecules: B800, 
aB820 and pB820 of the B800-820 LH complex, with the corresponding chains in the B800-850 
LH complex.
In the B800-820 complex the phytyl chain of the B800 molecule follows a very similar route 
through the membrane as the phytyl chain of the analogous molecule in the B800-850 LH complex. 
Slight differences are observed as the methyl groups at the base of the chain (position C5) face in 
opposite directions, and in the B800-820 LH complex the chain extends around 2.5 Abeyond the 
terminal position in the analogous molecule. The end of this chain in the B800-820 LH complex 
rests '•'•'3.5 Aabove the acetyl group on ring A of a pB820 molecule, whereas in the B800-850 LH 
complex this distance is closer to 5 A. The reason for these differences is currently unclear, as the 
hydrophobic chain in both LH complexes does not make any close contacts with any of the other 
pigments or the side chains on adjacent apoproteins.
The PB820 phytyl chain wraps once around the phytyl chain from an ascending B800 molecule, 
in the same way that the phytyl chain from the pB850 does in the B800-850 LH complex. In the 
B800-850 LH complex the tail of the phytyl chain (after phytyl atom C6) passes across the face 
of the B800 molecule making several contacts. In the B800-820 LH complex this chain again 
passes across the face of the B800 molecule but the terminal dimethyls do not rest beneath the 
bacteriochlorin and instead extend beyond this into a position which would have previously been
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occupied by the aB 850 phytyl chain (see Figure 6.12).
Figure 6.12: The phytyl chains from the B800 and the B820/850 molecules
The B800 chain o f  the B800-820 LH complex runs into the position that the <xB850 chain would occupy  
Purple : B800-820 LH complex; Yellow: B800-850 LH complex Yellow
The phytyl chains from the aB  850/820 molecules are the most extended of the all the Bchl 
a molecules. As described previously, the movement observed in the phytyl chain of the ctB820 
molecule was the most prominent change initially observed between the two LH complexes. This 
chain in the B 800-820 LH complex terminates at almost the same position as the equivalent chain 
in the B 800-850 LH complex; making close contacts (<  4 A )  with the ether group on ring E 
of the B800 molecule. However, it changes the direction that it takes through the membrane as 
the torsion angles around the bonds between the atoms C172 and C173 differ by 100° in the two 
complexes.
The reason for such a large shift is quite difficult to decipher and there does not appear to
be any change in the primary sequences of the apoproteins which is obviously responsible. The
only change in the primary sequences which might be involved occurs at positions 26 on the a -
apoprotein. Residue He a2 6  in the B 800-850 LH complex is present as Thr in the B 800-820 LH
complex. Replacing the a-subunit with of the B800-850 LH complex with the a-subunit of the
B800-820 LH complex reveals steric interactions (~2 .3  A )  between atom C4 on the phytyl chain
and the methyl group (CG2) of lie a2 6  of the B 800-820 LH complex. This implies that within
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the B800-850 LH complex it would be less energetically favourable for the aB850 phytyl chain to 
take the position occupied by the aB820 phytyl chain.
Examining the interactions solely between the pigments it would be easy to assume that the 
shift in the aB820 phytyl could also be attributed to the re-positioning of the PB820 phytyl chain 
(described above). This chain runs directly into the space previously occupied by the cxB850 
molecule and consequently the aB820 chain appears to deflect away from this chain (see Fig­
ure 6.12) avoiding a collision with the extended pB820 chain. However, the converse could also 
be true. If the otB820 chain moved prior to the pB820 chain, it could also be possible that this 
chain extended into the “free” space left by the shift. From the structure there does not appear to 
be any obvious reason why the pB820 chain extends further than the chain from pB850. It may 
be advantageous to calculate the energy difference between the conformations of the two phytyl 
chains from the P- coordinated molecules. Assuming that the pB820 chain was of lower energy it 
is reasonable to say that it moved into the space vacated by the shift of the aB820 phytyl chain.
6.3.4 Packing o f the chromophores
Within the B800-850 LH complex the phytyl chains and the carotenoid molecule intertwined el­
egantly and the mutual interactions between the molecules suggested that both would contribute 
to the stability of the overall assembly of the complex131. The tightly packed arrangement of 
the chromophores is best visualised using pB850, B800 and the carotenoid from one protomer, 
and aB850 from the proceeding protomer anticlockwise around the membrane normal (see Fig­
ure 6.13).
From this angle, an analogous set of pigments chosen from the B800-820 LH complex appear 
to have a similar packing arrangement, although a few small differences can be observed (see 
Figure 6.14).
Here the small shift in the B800 phytyl chain, where it extends lightly further around the 
PB820 head group can be observed. The PB820 phytyl chain also extends further than that from 
the PB850 molecule. Consequently, this chain “hugs” the pigment assembly more tightly by 
extending beyond the position where the carotenoid sits. This view also shows the large deviation 
between the phytyl chains of oc850 and a820 and the extended conformation of the PB820 phytyl
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Figure 6.13: The chromophores of the B800-850 LH complex, represented as molecular surfaces 
B l u e : aB850; RED: PB850; GREEN: B800 and RED: RpG
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Figure 6.14: The chromophores of the B800-820 LH complex, represented as molecular surfaces. 
B l u e : aB820; R e d : PB820; G r e e n : B800 a n d  R e d : R p G
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chain into the vacant space.
Flipping the arrangement round by 180°, in order to have the carotenoid molecule at the front 
of the image, the packing of the Bchl a and the carotenoid molecules now be seen (see Figures 6.16 
and 6.15).
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Figure 6.15: The chromophores of the B800-850 LH complex, showing the packing of the Bchl a molecules 
around the carotenoid.
B l u e : ccB820; R e d : PB820; G r e e n : B800 a n d  R e d : R p G
From these diagrams, both the (3B820 bacteriochlorin ring and the ccB820 phytyl chain bind 
more tightly around the carotenoid than the corresponding chromophores in the B 800-850 LH 
complex. The closer packing of RpalG and the [3B820 head group is a consequence only of the
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Figure 6.16: The chromophores o f the B800-820 LH complex, showing the packing o f the Bchl a molecules 
around the carotenoid.
B L U E :  aB820; R e d :  PB820; G R E E N :  B800and R E D :  R p G
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~1 Ashift in the carotenoid itself (as described above), as the position of the bacteriochlorin ring 
does not change between the two complexes. However, the decrease in the distance between 
RpalG and the phytyl chain is a consequence of the large shift displayed by the chain itself.
When two or more of the pigment protomers of the B800-850 LH complex are represented 
by molecular surfaces and placed side by side, there is an obvious hole in the arrangement131 . 
This contains Phe (322 which is cradled in a bed of oxygen atoms, from the Bchl a molecules and 
their phytyl chains131 and can be thought of as acting as a ball in a ball-and-socket joint. In this 
complex these oxygens are all ether oxygens, either from the ring E ether or the ether oxygen on 
the phytyl chain itself. This residue is highly conserved throughout all species of purple bacteria5. 
In the B800-820 complex the arrangement is almost identical with the only difference being from 
aB820. Here, the rotation in the phytyl chain moves the ether group on C l73 away from the Phe, 
however in its new position the acetyl group takes up an almost identical position at around 3.4 A.
6.4 Bacteriochlorophyll a molecules
As described previously, the B800-820 LH complex produces a sharper and more efficient light 
harvesting funnel towards the reaction centre than the B800-850 LH complex. It achieves this 
by modulating the absorption properties of its chromophores and in particular those of the 850 
nm absorbing Bchl a molecules; to absorb at 820 nm. In the B800-850 LH complex the local 
environment of these molecules was shown to be influenced by only a few protein contacts48. 
The reason for the blue shift in the absorption spectrum of these molecules was suggested to be a 
result of the loss of two H-bonds from Tyr a44 and Tyr a45 to an acetyl group (03 l) of the B850 
molecules, along with the strengthening of another to 0 1 3 147 (see Section 1.7.2).
This section describes the local environment of the Bchl a molecules of the B800-820 and the 
B800-850 LH complex; the effects that certain environmental parameters have on the absorption 
spectra of Bchl a molecules; and possible reasons for the spectral blue shift in the B800-820 LH 
complex.
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6.4.1 The B800 molecules
The B800 molecules from both LH complexes are coordinated through their central Mg ions to 
the extended N-terminus of the a  apoprotein, assumed to be a formylated methionine residue at 
a l .  The only other H-bond to the molecule is from NE of (3Arg20 to the acetyl group (0 3 l ) on 
ring A of the bacteriochlorin and, which is also present in both LH complexes. In the B800-850 
LH complex, nine apoprotein contacts (<  4.2 A) to B800 were found48 and all of these interact­
ing residues are conserved in the B800-820 LH complex. Hence, the local environment of the 
B800 molecules was found to be the same in both LH complexes, with the only observed changes 
residing within the phytyl chains of the molecules.
6.4.2 The B820 molecules
The primary interaction between the B850/820 molecules and the apoprotein is the coordination of 
the central Mg2+ through a conserved histidine residue41. Additionally, the B850 bacteriochlorin 
rings also make several other contacts (<  4.2 A) with the apoproteins. There are a total of 12 
protein contacts to aB850 and a further 16 to (3B85048. The contacting residues of the apoproteins 
in the B800-850 LH complex were compared to those at equivalent positions on the analogous 
subunits of the B800-820 LH complex. Five of the residues which formed contacts to aB850 and 
four which formed contacts to (3B820 were found to differ in the B800-820 LH complex. Three of 
these unconserved residues, Trp a45, Tyr a44 and lie a34, contact both B850 molecules and in the 
B800-820 LH complex the residues at the equivalent positions are Leu, Phe and Val, respectively. 
Additionally, contacts made to aB850 from Phe a41 and Leu (325 are found as Tyr a41 and lie 
(325 in the B800-820 LH complex; and He a26 which contacts (3B850 is Thr in the B800-820 LH 
complex. Tables 6.10 and 6.11 give details of the variance found in the apoprotein-bacteriochlorin 
contacts between the two complexes and consequently the differences in their local environments. 
There are no additional contacts to either aB820 or (3B820.
Along with the ligation of the Mg2+ to the histidine residues, the only other interactions re­
ported to influence the environment of the B850 molecules were the residues Trp a45 and Tyr 
a44. Tables 6.10 and 6.11 show that these residues form H-bonds to the C3 acetyl group on ring A
(0 3 [) of the a- and [3-coordinated Bchl a, respectively. Comparing these interactions with those
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Mol. Atom Residue Atom Dist. (A) Mol. Atom Residue Atom Dist (A)
ccB850 0 3 1 Trp a45 NE1 2.97 aB820 0 3 1 Leu a45 CD2 4.12
aB850 C5 Phe a41 CZ 3.70 aB820 0 3 1 Tyr a41 OH 2.47
ctB850 C81 Tyr a44 CE2 4.00 aB820 C81 Phe a44 CD2 4.07
aB850 C82 De a34 CD1 3.98 aB820 C81 Vala34 CGI 3.88
aB850 C134 Leu p25 CB 3.56 aB820 - No contact -
Table 6.10: The contacts made to the a-coordinated Bchl a molecules which differ in the two LH com­
plexes.
The Highlighted residues also contact the p coordinated molecules (see below).
The olB850 data was taken from Prince et al. 97.4**
Mol. Atom Residue Atom Dist. (A) Mol. Atom Residue Atom Dist (A)
PB850 C71 Trp a45 CD1 3.54 PB820 C71 Leu a45 CD2 3.94
PB850 0 3 1 Tyr a44 OH 2.64 PB820 C81 Phe a44 CZ 3.25
PB850 CIO De a34 CD1 3.63 PB820 - No contact -
PB850 C134 lie a26 CG2 4.12 PB820 C133 Thr a26 OG1 3.5
Table 6.11: The contacts made to the ^-coordinated Bchl a  molecules which differ in the two LH complexes. 
The Highlighted residues also contact the a  coordinated molecules (see above).
The PB850 data was taken from Prince et al. 97.4**
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found in the B820 molecules, it is obvious that these H-bonds no longer exist in the B 800-820 
LH complex, and it was this loss of H-bonding that was proposed to be primarily responsible for 
the observed blue-shift in the absorption maxima of the molecules47 (see Section 1.7.2). However, 
what was not accounted for was the presence of an additional H-bond to the aB 850 molecule from 
Tyra41 (Phe in the B 800-850 LH complex) to 0 3 1 on aB820. The change in hydrogen bonding 
patterns to the acetyl groups on ring A of the B850 molecules is shown in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of the H-bonding patterns to the acetyl oxygens (white) from the ctBchl a and 
pBchl a molecules.
The strengthening of a H-bond to the keto group on ring E (0 1 3 1) of the a bacteriochlorin ring 
was also thought to be (partly) responsible for the change in the absorption spectrum of the B850 
molecules47. However, in the B800-850 LH complex there are no possible H-bonds to this group 
on either of the B850 molecules48. In the B800-820 LH complex the OG1 of Thr a2 6  (lie in the
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B800-850 LH complex) lies close to 0 1 3 1 of (3B820. However, these atoms are ~3.8 A apart and 
do not have the correct orientation for H-bond formation. Therefore, there are no H-bonds found 
to any of the Bchl a molecules in either complex.
The change in the primary sequence of the complexes at a26 was previously considered a 
possible reason for the observed shift in the ocB820 phytyl chain, whilst the changes observed at 
positions a34 and (325 do not appear to have any noticeable effect on the system.
6.4.3 Environmental effects on Bchl a
As described previously, the local environment of Bchl a affects the absorption range of the 
molecule. In organic solvents such as acetone, monomeric Bchl a absorbs at a wavelength of 
772 nm27. The major red-shift of the absorption maxima exhibited in the LH complexes is a con­
sequence of their location in the complex. However, inter-pigment geometry cannot fully account 
for the absorption maxima of these molecules as local environments modify this “ideal” system137.
The B850 absorption maximum of the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 
10050 occurs at 856 nm and the corresponding absorption maxima from the B800-820 LH com­
plex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050 is at observed at ~824 nm. The local environment of the 
Bchl a molecules in both of the LH complexes has been described above and there are various 
parameters known to effect the absorption of these macrocycles. To suggest possible reasons for 
the differences in the absorption spectra of the two complexes, the effect that altering the local 
environment of Bchl a molecules must also be considered.
Bchl a distortion modes
Bchl a is a porphyrin-type molecule and the distortion modes of such molecules are typically 
well characterised (see Barkigia et. a/.138 for a review). The standard conformation of such 
molecules generally occurs when the molecules are slightly bowed. Distortion of this system 
generally takes three distinct forms: where the molecule has a saddle-like appearance, a convex 
bulge, or a planar system. Any distortion of the molecule can affect its absorption characteristics 
and these modes generally arise from the coordination of axial ligands or peripheral contacts to
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the system139. Calculations suggest that these distortions can lead to red-shifts in the region of 
100 nm in extreme cases140.
Coordination of all three independent Bchl a molecules, in the B800-850 LH complex, occurs 
through the central Mg2+ ions and through the acetyl group of ring A (0 3 !)48. The donor residues 
for the latter interaction are the residues Trp a45 for a  B850, Tyr a44 for (3B850, and Arg (320 for 
the B800 molecule. The PB850 is significantly more distorted with respect to the ocB850 and the 
B800 molecules, and shows a saddle conformation along the long axis of the conjugated double 
bond system48. This long axis is coincident with the Qy transition dipole which gives rise to the 
characteristic absorption maxima (~850 nm) and the interaction between pB850 and Tyr a44 was 
described as being associated with the molecular distortion48.
In the B800-820 LH complex the coordination of B800, aB820 and PB820 through the central 
Mg2+ ions is the same as found in the B800-850 LH complex. However, for the B820 molecules 
their coordination through 0 3 1 differs (see Section6.4.2). Overlaying the Bchl a molecules in the 
B800-820 LH complex with those in the B800-850 LH complex the differences in the distortion 
of the molecules could be estimated. For the two B800 molecules no difference was observed 
in their conformations. A very slight distortion was observed in the conformations of the the a- 
coordinated Bchl a although this was difficult to quantify. Here, the CIO atoms of both molecules 
overlay precisely but the C20 atom of the aB820 molecule was elevated ~0.3 A out of the plane 
of the head group, with respect to the equivalent atom in ocB850. The distortion of PB850 into 
a saddle conformation appears to be slightly greater in thePB820 molecule, with the atoms of 
rings A and D being lifted ~0.5 A out of the plane of the corresponding atoms of pB850 (see 
Figure 6.18).
This molecule still adopts a similar saddle conformation to that of p850, despite the loss of 
the interaction between the molecule and Tyr a44 which was reported to be responsible for'this 
distortion48. The effect that these slight distortions may have on the absorption maxima of these 
molecules has not been calculated.
C3 Acetyl group rotation
Rotation of the acetyl group on ring A of the bacteriochlorin ring i.e. the torsion angle around the
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Figure 6.18: A comparison of the (3B820 (purple) and (3B850 (yellow).
bonds between C3 and C 31, profoundly affects the absorption wavelength of the molecule. The 
influence of this group depends on its orientation to the ring and blue-shifts of up to 25 nm can 
be observed as this acetyl group is rotated out of the porphyrin plane141. For B850 molecules 
the acetyl group is effectively co-planar with the bacteriochlorin ring system and moves out of 
the plane by around 30° in the B800 molecule of this complex. Along with the rotation 0 3 l , the 
formation of H-bonds to this acetyl group and the keto group on ring E of the bacteriochlorin will 
also affect the absorption properties of the chromophore142. At the absorption wavelengths of the 
LH complexes red-shifts of around 6 nm for the Qy transition dipole can occur when the C3 acetyl 
group (03*) accepts a H-bond and, the corresponding blue-shifts occur if  the 0 1 3 1 keto group 
accepts a H-bond. In the B800-850 LH complex all of the acetyl groups accept a H-bond, whilst 
none of the C l3 1 keto groups do.
In the B800-820 LH complex two H-bonds to 0 3 1 are broken and another is formed (see 
Section 6.4). Therefore, the actual loss of the H-bonds would only contribute to a blue-shift of up 
to 6 nm, whereas the actual blue-shift observed between these two complexes is 32 nm. However, 
the effect of the new H-bonding pattern on the system is most obvious when the orientation of the 
C3 acetyl group with respect to the conjugated ring system is considered. In the aB 820 molecule
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this group is rotated 42° out of the plane (as it turns to form a H-bond with Tyra41), which is 
equivalent to a 58° rotation from its adopted position in the B800-850 LH complex (Figure 6.19)
Figure 6.19: A comparison of the movement of the acetyl groups out of the bacteriochlorin plane of aB 820  
(purple) and aB 850 (yellow).
In the (3B820 molecule the rotation is 50° out of the plane and this represents a 26° rotation 
from the equivalent group of the pB850 molecule (Figure 6.20
Figure 6.20: A  comparison of the movement of the acetyl groups out of the bacteriochlorin plane of (3B820 
(purple) and (3B850 (yellow).
According to a graph published by Nowak-Gudowaska et a l .141 the differences in the positions
of the acetyl groups could be responsible for blue shifts o f ~ 1 5  nm and ~ 1 0  nm, respectively.
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Additionally, an effect similar to this was exhibited within the “special pair” of Bchl a molecules in 
a mutant (RM197) of the reaction centre from Rhodobacter sphaeroides143. Here the acetyl group 
within RM197 is rotated 20° with respect to its position in the wild type complex (Figure 6.21) 
and the absorption maximum of the molecule is blue-shifted by 15 nm.
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Figure 6.21: Bchl a molecules from RM197 (left) and wild type (right) reaction centre from Rb.
Sphaeroides
Diagram courtesy o f Dr. K. E. McAuIey-Hecht
Polar species
M olecular orbital calculations have shown that point charges placed 3.5 Aaway from rings A and 
C on the bacteriochlorin can produce Qv absorption shifts o f the order of ±100  nm depending on 
the position and polarity of the charge142. The optimal point charge orientation occurs when the 
group lies perpendicular to the plane of either ring A or ring C. In the B 800-850 LH complex no 
such point charge is encountered with either of these rings for any of the Bchl a molecules and 
this is also the case in the B800-820 LH complex.
6.5 C o n clu sio n
Overall, the two complexes described in this chapter are structurally very similar although the 
B 800-820 LH complex is functionally more efficient than its counterpart. The differences found 
between the complexes are subtle and give an insight into the role that the protein plays in mod-
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ulating the characteristics of this light harvesting system. From the comparisons made in this 
chapter, it may be fair to say that the conserved regions in the primary sequences of the two 
complexes have significant structural relevance; contributing to the secondary structure, pigment 
coordination, pigment arrangement and the oligomeric state of the complex.
It seems that several residues which are unconserved between the structures are indirectly 
responsible for the closer packing of the chromophores and the differences observed in their ab­
sorption spectra, thus allowing the bacteria to survive in extreme conditions i.e. when very little 
light is availible to them. The reason for the spectral blue-shift observed in the B800-820 LH 
complex is not a direct result of the breakage of the two predicted H-bonds to the C13i acetyl 
group47. Instead, it appears to be a secondary effect of the change in the H-bonding patterns to 
these groups, where 013] rotates out of the plane of the bacteriochlorin and the distortion modes 
of the molecules are affected.
The absorption maxima of the monomeric B800 molecules in the B800-850 LH complex is 
at the same position in the B800-820 LH complex (~804 nm) and comparing the B800-protein 
interactions within the two LH complexes, this appears to cohere.
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7. EPILOGUE
The work contained in this thesis is relevant to the fields of membrane protein crystallogenisis 
and photosynthesis. Purification of the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 10050 
suggested that an increase in the reproducibility and quality of diffraction from crystals was a 
result of purifying the complex by methods based on charge rather than size1. While this was not 
found to be the case with the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050, the work 
described in this thesis does emphasise the importance of an adequate purification protocol when 
working with membrane proteins, as neither this complex or the B800-820 LH complex from Rps. 
cryptolactis produced crystals until a method for monitoring the homogeneity of the complex was 
introduced.
The structure of the B800-820 LH complex reveals some of the finer details of the light har­
vesting system in photosynthetic bacteria and will eventually allow the interpretation of a large 
body of existing spectroscopic data, for which a high resolution structure is required. The rea­
son for the observed spectroscopic shifts between the B800-820 and the B800-850 LH complexes 
can be attributed to differences in the apoproteins, which have secondary effects on the local en­
vironment, and certain conformational aspects of the bacteriochlorophyll molecules. The closer 
packing of the pigments and the increased efficiency of the energy transfer between them also 
appears to be a result of a change in the primary sequences of the apoproteins.
Although 2.0Adata from crystals of the B800-850 LH complex from Rps. acidophila strain 
10050 is now available100, higher resolution data from the B800-820 LH complex will be required 
for a complete comparison of the more subtle diffrences between the complexes. However, the 
work contained in this thesis does begin to show the role that the protein plays in modulating the 
characteristics of the light harvesting system.
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APPENDIX
A. GROWTH OF RPS. CRYPTOLACTIS
This is a summary of observations made when attempting to produce cells of Rps. cryptolactis 
which synthesised the B800-820 LH complex. This summary is a mixture of personal experience 
and information given to me by Dr. Anna Lawless (personal communication) who has worked 
extensively with photosynthetic bacteria for a number of years. The following points apply to 
both the B800-850 and the B800-820 complexes unless otherwise specified.
• Rps. cryptolactis does not grow above 46°C or below 36°C. The most effective temperatures 
were found to be 42°C for the growth of cells containing the B800-850 LH complex and 
38°C for the cells whic produced a B800-820 LH complex.
• The temperature should remain consistent through out cell growth as changing the temper­
ature during cell growth was found to be detrimental to the production of a homogeneous 
complex.
• The composition of growth media is an important parameter that should be considered, both 
for effective cell growth and for the production of a homogeneous complex. It appears that 
variations in the media, especially in the carbon source, can dramatically effect the cell 
growth.
•  The amount of bacteria used to inoculate fresh media should be around 3 parts media to 1 
part grown cells; anything less causes the cells to loose their colour and die. This is contrary 
to what is known for other species of purple bacteria, e.g., Rps. acidophila.
•  Growing the cells at HL conditions and then down-shifting the cells to the optimal low light 
intensity was the only way found to produce the stable growth of the B800-820 complex.
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B. MASS SPECTROMETRY RESULTS FROM RPS. CRYPTOLACTIS
The primary sequence of the apoproteins of the light harvesting complexes from Rps. cryptolactis 
have not been determined. However, mass spectrometry was used to determine the number and 
molecular weight (MW) of the apoproteins present in the sample. Mass spectrometry was carried 
out using a MALDI (Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization) mass spectrometer at Arizona 
State University (MAr) and the Aberdeen University (MAab) and an electrospray mass spectrom­
eter at Strathclyde University (EMs). Several purified forms of the B800-850 and the B800-820 
LH complexes were analysed and the results obtained are given in Table B.l.
LH Complex MW MW MW MW MW Machine
B800-820 (A) 5255.8 5348.8 5468.6 6508.9 6665.4 MAr
B800-820 (B) 5256.6 5349.9 5470.2 6507.4 6664.4 MAr
B800-820 (C) 5256.8 5352.3 - 6513.8 6670.1 MAab
B800-820 (D) 5255.7 5348.0 - 6512.9 6670.6 MAab
B800-820 (E) 5256.8 5352.3 - 6513.8 6670.1 MAab
B800-850 (A) 5163.4 5536.1 5599.6 - - EMs
B800-850 (B) 5163.8 5536.8 5600.1 - - EMs
B800-850 (C) 5177.0 - 5614.8 5657.6 - MAab
B800-850 (D) 5163.1 - 5601.6 - - MAab
Table B.l:  M ass spectrom etry results from  different sources 
The two largest peaks from a run are highlighted in bold.
MW = molecular weight in Daltons (D)
From these preliminary results it appears that both complexes contain multiple polypeptides. 
However, there does not seem to be any overlapping of the molecular weights suggesting that there 
was no cross contamination in the purified complexes.
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C. AMINO ACID SYMBOLS
ALA Alanine A
ARG Arginine R
ASN Asparagine N
ASP Aspartic Acid D
CYS Cystine C
GLN Glutamine Q
GLU Glutamic Acid E
GLY Glycine G
HIS Histidine H
ILE Isoleucine I
LEU Leucine L
LYS Lysine K
MET Methionine M
PHE Phenylalanine F
PRO Proline P
SER Serine S
THR Threonine T
TRP Tryptophan W
TYR Tyrosine Y
VAL Valine V
Table C.l:
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